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The Director's Report

A TIME FOR THANKING,
A TIME FOR GIVING
The holiday season is a particularly special time. It is a time for slowing down, for
looking back, and for celebrating with gratitude the gifts, both tangible and intangible,
that we have received during all the other
seasons of the year. It is a time when giving becomes the rule and not the exception.
And because such generosity inspires the
season, it moves each of us, I think, to more
open-hearted acts of kindness than are possible at any other time.
Because the holiday season encourages
such thoughts, it leads me to think about the
good things we as an organization have to
be thankful for. First, there are the many
fine contributions all of you have made to
the programs of the National Park Service. There are the hours
of overtime you give to a variety of projects simply because you
feel committed to them. I have left my office late at night here in
Washington, and seen the lights in other offices still on. I have come
in on weekends and witnessed the same thing. And it has made me
feel proud. Here are federal employees receiving compensation for
their efforts only in the self-satisfaction they get from a job well
done. Here are federal employees whose commitment to the guiding principles of the Park Service go well beyond their desire to
collect their paychecks. I have seen this dedication in Washington;
I have seen it throughout the Service. It reinforces my feeling that
the future of the Park Service is in good hands.
Second on my list is the nature of the organization itself. I think
we can all agree that it's quite a boost to be part of the premier
land-managing agency to be found not only in this country but
throughout the world. To know that parklands will continue to provide enjoyment not only to this generation but to future generations, and to know as well that each of us has had a part in such
a legacy reinforces my belief in what giving is all about. Some of
the greatest gifts to this country and to the world are the wild places
where people can go to get back in touch with themselves and also
the places that tell the story of this country, that allow children to
have personal contact with the history and prehistoiy that have made
them who they are. Stephen Mather and Horace Albright helped
to create this legacy and each of us preserves it for the future.
As a result of this commitment, the Service also is fortunate to
have the support and respect of the American people. I don't believe
there has ever been a time when the public has questioned the need
for a national park system or the value of our mission to manage
and protect the cultural, natural, and recreational wonders of this
country. How many organizations, private or public, have ever had
the kind of continued support the public has demonstrated for us?
That's something to be proud of, something to work harder for,
and something, definitely, to be thankful for.
It is in this spirit of being thankful for the kindnesses of others
that leads me to suggest an idea that also is in keeping with the
holiday tradition—the spirit and joy of giving. Before I elaborate
on this I want to emphasize at the outset that what I am suggesting
is not any kind of requirement or competition. I simply believe that
we as NPS employees might enjoy the shared experience of work-

ing together off-duty on some project that
improves the lives of those less fortunate.
I do not mean to suggest that you are not
doing enough or that you should not continue to do what you are already doing as
individuals for your community. I just feel
that you and I are people who can contribute to "peace on earth, goodwill toward
men." Sometimes we get so wrapped up in
our job, our family, and ourselves that we
fail to take advantage of opportunities to
share the best of who we are with those outside of our select circle of family and
friends. Perhaps someone in your park,
region, Washington office, service or training center knows of a library that need books
or magazines, a mission that needs help in feeding the homeless,
a retirement or nursing home that, with some special assistance,
could and would enjoy a park visit, or a group that cannot come
to the park but would like a slide show and some personal attention. Each of these and many others are opportunities to give back
to others the blessings we have received ourselves. The needs are
many and the rewards are great! Like Jimmy Stewart's character
in that classic movie "It's A Wonderful Life," we have the opportunity to touch lives in positive ways. In the fine tradition of the
Park Service and its founders, let's continue reaching out.
My very best wishes to each of you for a happy, healthy holiday
season and a prosperous new year.

William Perm Mott, Jr.
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COMMENTARY
FROM

THE

EDITOR
Here it is at last, the issue that I
fondly consider my Christmas gift to
the Park Service. And yet, how much
of it is my gift and how much of it is
the gift of others to me would be
difficult to calculate. I suppose I have
learned more of human generosity,
working on this issue, than I have
from any other task I have done.
Here, of course, Christina Watkins
heads the list. Her creative time and
guiding presence have given the Courier new clarity and grace. More than
anyone else, she is responsible for its
strength of style. Her personal
warmth, I think, infuses the pages of
this new design.
I also feel immense gratitude for
the photographers whose art fills the
December issue. Good photography is
a gift, and each photographer has
given generously. So pay extra attention to the photo credits this month.
Each names a very special person
whose images help to give us a truer
picture of Native American life.
One photographer I especially want
to note is Stephen Trimble. I first became acquainted with his w o r k when one day Jim Murfin very
casually handed me a book about
Long's Peak. It was Stephen Trimble's work—his writing, his pictures
—and the warmth of expression featured in those pages made me long
for a similar style. It now seems
serendipitious to me that I have the
chance to feature some of his work in
these pages. Also serendipitous has
been my encounter with his latest
book, Talking with the Clay, a publication of the School of American
Research Press in Santa Fe. Talking
with the Clay is a beautiful, important
book, from both the strength of its
insights and the quality of its photographs. It helps general ist and
specialist alike come closer to the
spirit and traditions of Southwestern
pottery's creation. Because I read the
book and loved the book, I want to
give it special attention here.
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For some time, I have admired the
Southwestern pottery sold by the Indian Arts and Crafts shop in the Interior Building, but not until I read
Trimble's book did I feel that someone had explained to me why. Trimble speaks of an Albuquerque psychiatrist who "tells his patients to
buy Pueblo pottery and feel it. He
doesn't know just why, but it makes
them (and him, when he feels his
own Pueblo pottery) feel better when
they do."
In this same vein, Trimble's photographs invite readers to come close to
the pottery, to touch it, to feel for
themselves its kinetic link to the
earth. Shadows hide in the curves of
melon bowls. Pots ready for firing
rest like eggs, placed tenderly on a
blue cloth, their gently rounded surfaces inviting touch. But enjoying
Trimble's photographs has taken its
toll. I now have to fight the urge to
bolt down to the Indian Arts and
Crafts Shop to buy a pot of my own.
Trimble takes observations from interviews he conducted with Pueblo
artists in 1984-1986 as the foundation
of his book. He weaves these profiles
and insights together until the final
product is a warmly intimate introduction to the philosophy behind
the work of Southwestern Pueblo potters. His book is a much-needed
departure from the more clinical explorations already available in
libraries and book stores. It makes
the signatures on the bottoms of
Southwestern Pueblo pots mean
something, attaching faces and stories
and styles and beliefs to the gleaming, tactile surfaces coveted in craft
shops. Trimble's book allows readers
to breathe in just enough of that
juniper-scented Southwestern air that
they may even examine their own
hands, wistfully hoping perhaps for a
little bit of the artist's clay beneath
their own nails.
Talking with the Clay is available
for $14.95 in many book stores, as
well as from the School of American
Research, P.O. Box 2188, Santa Fe,
New Mexico 87501. Stephen Trimble
is a writer and a photographer well
worth getting to know.

TAKIN' A LITTER PRIDE
FROM AMERICA
R. Dixie Tourangeau
Someone's not catching our drift!
We've got a few time-giving celebrities, unlimited talking politicians and
a host of Take Pride in America
award winners. But, unhappily, what
we still have the most of is—litter.
My feelings toward the "eat, drink
and toss" crowd are clearly outlined
in the Courier's November '86 Letters section. Now, after a magnificent
trip through several southern California parks, that anger is unleashed
once more. Even though the October
crowds were scattered in contrast to
the usual packed summer hordes,
carelessly thrown trash was evident,
especially at the larger parks' roadside turnouts.
Could it be that the American
Heritage Dictionary is confusing people? Are people unconsciously fusing
its fifth and sixth definitions under
the word "lit-ter": (5) A disorderly
accumulation of objects, especially
discarded waste materials or scraps;
(6) Uppermost layer of forest floor
consisting chiefly of decaying organic
matter. Nah!!!
Those "Take Pride in America"
ceremonies certainly should reward
groups who clean up park areas, but
stopping individual, mindless L-bugs
from tossing, dropping and just leaving garbage, is impossible—unless we
catch one doing it! I witnessed no actual littering on my trip, but there
was fresh litter. Dropped pamphlets,
napkins, (oh those) cups and cans,
food wrappers—the usual culprits
were well represented.
At Sequoia, Kings Canyon and
Yosemite, I picked up what I could
hold or store until proper deposit and
sometimes made sure other folks saw
me do it—just to illustrate the procedure. The handy park turnouts/viewpoints were usually the saddest exhibitions because trash barrels were
absent or unused, and because most
litter was concealed from the casual
glance, having blown into the bushes
and rocks below the parking lot
grade. Admittedly, the National
Forest areas were in worse shape

than the parks. But there's no reason
to be smug about that, since the staff
cannot place barrels at every makeshift roadside turnout.
Nominations are regretfully requested
The two most blatant offenses I
found made me think that we should
initiate an in-house, prizeless "A Little Litter Goes a Long Way" Contest, in order to pass on the resulting
ugly descriptions to the outside
media, and get the populace foaming.
So let me begin with two
nominees.
01. Place: Sequoia National Forest.
Road connecting Lodgepole, Sequoia
NP, to Wilsonia, Kings Canyon NP.
Along this pleasant, meandering highway blessed with extremely few
October users, some idiot took the
time to get out of a vehicle and stand
a large Pepsi cup on a boulder near
enough to the roadside for all
travelers to easily see (quite a commercial for Pepsi-generation slobs).
The kicker is that this park enthusiast
also mindfully placed a 10-pound
rock in the cup so it wouldn't blow
away. This act took a special quotient
of talent, gall, and intelligence, don't
you think?
#2. Place: Yosemite Valley, along
the (now rather low) Merced River,
close to the park road junction leading out to El Portal and Wawona.
I stopped at the last spot along the
Merced where I could sit on a rock
and dip my hot feet in the cool river.
It was dusk and I was heading west.
As I put my sneakers back on I noticed two paper towels on the bank at
eye height. I decided I would not
only pick them up but that I would
use them to wipe my windshield
clean for night-driving. Not a big
deal. But as I leaned over to grab the
towels I heard a "tink." A
wilderness-lover had neatly left behind two Budweiser bottles in the
rocks (this Bud's for moi?). This obtuse beery couldn't take responsibility
for the correct disposal of these bottles after guzzling the contents, and
so had left them where wild high
water would naturally smash them
next spring. In turn, this would give
some unsuspecting river wader the
opportunity to step on the pieces
come summer. Isn't that special?

Especially disappointing, aside from
not a drop of water tumbling over
Yosemite Falls, was that for the next
five miles to the El Portal entrance
station, there were no visible trash
bins, nor did I see any at the entrance station itself. I kept all those
little memories until I located a
Merced motel dumpster.
Now if YOU come across a particular garbage heap that makes you
yearn for a loaded gun, explain the
messy situation as done above, put it
in a hefty envelope and recycle it to
me here at NARO-PAO. After I've
received a stack of litter letters, I'll
share your irritation in these pages.
Let's be careful (of what we pick up)
out there!

comments of a ranger visiting my
office one day.
We were discussing employment
possibilities and I mentioned the fact
that, with his degree, it was possible
for him to go into a variety of entry
level administrative jobs. His
response was "I want to be a real
part of the National Park Service.
You people are really not considered
one of us. You just push paper. You
don't do anything really meaningful."
Well, with that my mouth dropped to
my knees. I couldn't believe he
actually had spoken those words. I
was so mad I wanted to write a letter
to the Director telling him that he
had better issue all of us "smokey"
hats and badges because nobody
considers us "Park Service" unless
we are in uniform. Of course, I
calmed down, but the hurt was still
there. I then wondered how many
other rangers felt the same way.

LETTERS

I think it's important for both the
"Admin types" and the "Green
Wave" to realize that they depend on
each other for survival. The rangers
take care of the parks, but we take
care of the rangers. Who is it that
sees that they all get paid, or that
their health insurance is available
when they are sick? When they need
advice on internal merit-promotion
procedures, upward mobility, details,
hiring, firing, grievances, EEO,
training, new equipment, moving,
and shortages in their paychecks,
whom do they callthey call US. On
the other side of the coin, we are in
service-oriented positions. We deal
with people and their problems. We
depend on the rangers, because
without them we would have no one
to serve. We wouldn't be needed.
Both sides are vital to each other so
that each can exist and, in turn, make
the Service great.

Congratulations on your column
in the September Courier about the
contributions made by all of the
employees in the Service, not just
those in uniform. The impact of this
was brought home to me last winter
when a ranger came into my office
looking for job information.
As with most personnel offices,
vacancy announcements from our
headquarters office, NPS regional
offices, and other federal agencies are
kept on file in our reception area.
Quite often during the day, applicants
will wander in to look the
announcements over and seek my
advice or that of my staff. It's always
a pleasure to talk to the rangers who
come in because these folks are "our
people." They are the most visible
representatives of the National Park
Service that the public knows, the
ones who are the backbone of our
organization. Whenever I visit a park
(and I visit parks a lot!), I'm very
proud of the wonderful job these
rangers do. They are dedicated,
knowledgeable people who give the
public the best presentation possible
about the park in which they serve.
They make the experience exciting.
This pride that I feel in NPS rangers
was marred a little, however, by the

I think if I could say one thing to
the ranger corps it would be to quote
the English poet John Milton, "They
also serve who only stand and wait!"
We in admin are here, and we care
too.
Terrie Fajardo
Personnel, WASO
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/ \ Navajo woman on a farm
near Dinebito shoos cattle to
submission. The movement of
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her skirt seems to echo the
wild rush of the clouds. Photo
by John Running.

BY ALFONSO ORTIZ

LOOK
TO THE
MOUNTAINTOP
A

wise elder among my people, the Tewa, frequently used
the phrase Pin pe obi, "look to the mountaintop," while
he was alive. I first heard it 25 years ago, when I was seven
years old, as I was practicing for the first time to participate
in relay races we run in the Pueblo country to give strength to
the sun father as he journeys across the sky. I was at one end
of the earth track that ran east to west, like the path of the sun.
The old man, who was blind, called me to him and said: "Young
one, as you run, look to the mountaintop," and he pointed to
Tsikomo, the western sacred mountain of the Tewa world, which
loomed off in the distance. "Keep your gaze fixed on that mountain, and you will feel the miles melt beneath your feet. Do this
and in time you will feel as if you can leap over bushes, trees,
and even the river." I tried to understand what this last statement meant, but I was too young.
On another occasion a few days later, I asked him if I really
could learn to leap over treetops. He smiled and said, "Whatever
life's challenges you may face, remember always look to the
mountaintop, for in so doing you look to greatness. Remember
this, and let no problem, however great it may seem, discourage
you nor let anything less than the mountaintop distract you. This
is the one thought I want to leave with you. And in that dim
coming time when we shall meet again, it shall be on the mountaintop." Again I wondered why he was telling me these words
and what they meant. I did not have long to wonder why, for
the following month, when the cornstalks were sturdy on the
land, he died quietly in his sleep, having seen eighty-seven summers.
Although he knew I was too young to understand, he also
knew there was not much time left to impart his message to
me and, perhaps, to others like me. In accordance with our
beliefs, the ancestors were waiting for him at the edge of the
village that day he died, waiting to take him on a final four-day
journey to the four sacred mountains of the Tewa world. A Tewa
must either be a medicine man in a state of purity or he must
be dead before he can safely ascend the sacred mountains. This
final journey always ends when the ancestral spirits and the one
who has returned enter a lake near the top of any of the sacred
mountains, for these lakes are the homes of the gods.
In the most basic, transcendental sense, then, life for a Tewa
consists of trying to fathom the meaning of these words, "look
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to the mountaintop," for they contain a guiding vision of life,
a vision evolved through untold millennia of living on this land.
Only in recent years have I come fully to realize that this was
a priceless gift, for it sums up a people's knowledge of what
it means to be of a time and of a place, and also beyond time
and place. Yet I also know that I shall never fully understand
all that is meant by these words, for if ever I or anyone living
should do so, it would be time to rejoin the ancestors, to make
the last journey to the mountaintop.
But what of the vision? I have come to understand that this
old Tewa saw the whole of life as consisting of the dual quest
for wisdom and for divinity, and he anchored his aspirations
and his vision firmly onto that greatest, most immovable, and
most enduring of the earth's natural monuments. He recognized
clearly that to live is simply to seek knowledge and fulfillment
on the one hand, and redemption on the other. That is all. And
these twin quests proceed apace, along the way to the mountaintop, one of the most ancient of all metaphorical journeys
of mankind. They are the same journey. He recognized, too,
that a man has problems in this life only when he forgets that
these two quests must be kept in balance and in harmony, when
he sacrifices the search for divinity for the sake of knowledge.
It is a simple, direct, and natural vision, one which provides
a powerful metaphor for and of what it means to be alive. It
made the old man a citizen of the cosmos rather than merely
of any nation and, because of it, when he rejoined his ancestors, he was, like them, already a thousand years old. I should
like to think that Carl Sandburg had him in mind when he wrote
of this newly discovered country: "Give me men to match my
mountains." Sandburg may be forgiven his ignorance for such
men have always been here, a part of the mountains.
For my people generally, the phrase pin pe obi, look to the
mountaintop, also means look to the north, for pin means both
north and mountain, and look to the north means look to the
beginning of the beginning of all beginnings, for we began life
in the north. So you see, all paths rejoin in the end, and the
end again becomes the beginning. This seemingly simple vision
of life really provides for a powerful world view, one which
can answer every question and provide every comfort. It also
makes for a world view which cannot easily be shattered, for
the vision can never be exhausted in its meaning by the living.
Let us extend now our allegorical journey beyond the Tewa,
to the whole of the magnificent land of deep canyons and tall
mountains, the Southwest. A thousand years ago, the Pueblo
people had almost sole partnership with the whole of that land,
ranging from northern Mexico to large portions of what are now
five southwestern states. During this time, they learned well
the lessons of life in the cliffs and deep canyons where they
had already lived for centuries, and where monuments to this
past life of theirs within the earth still abound. Beginning a thousand years ago, changing environmental conditions and the pressure of other peoples forced them to contract to the core area
where they live now, mostly within the great valley of the Rio
Grande and its tributaries with mountain ranges on either side
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D uffalo Calf Woman by
Oscar Howe (Sioux). Photo by
U.S. Department of the

Interior, Indian Arts and Crafts
Board.

and to the north. But even if they came down from the mountain cliffs and up out of the canyons, they did not forget where
they began. Pilgrimages are still made to shrines located in the
depths of otherwise long-abandoned canyons. Easily the most
spectacular of these is the Hopi shrine dedicated to their original place of emergence onto this world, located in the Grand
Canyon.
In time the Pueblo people came to share their former lands
with the Navajo and Apache peoples who came down from the
north, and these new peoples began to learn the lessons of the
land from those who preceded them there by untold centuries.
By this time the overlapping worlds of the various Pueblo peoples were each defined by four sacred mountains, one in each

So it is then that the people with the most recent experience
in the deep canyons are the Navajo. Let me illustrate the meaning of deep canyons with a tale about them, a tale of tragedy
and loss but a tale also of bravery and beauty. Let us go back
to the early 1860s when there were invaders on the land,
invaders determined to drive the Navajo from the mountain and
canyon country the Pueblo people had quietly yielded to them
centuries before. Kit Carson, whom the Navajo knew well as
The Rope Thrower and who in turn knew them well, understood clearly at the outset that the Navajo were not to be conquered or captured as long as they had anything at all to eat.
So in 1863, he put into effect what history has come to know
as one of the nation's earliest scorched earth policies. Carson
ordered those under his command to sweep the country, burn
all Navajo homes and fields, and kill every living thing belonging to the Navajo. By the end of that year, this scorched-earth
policy had succeeded so well that most of the Navajo had
retreated into the heartland of their country, into that aweinspiring gap in the earth known as Canyon de Chelly. Here,
in this one place, they felt they were invulnerable to The Rope
Thrower and his pony soldiers. In one sense they were, for in
January of 1864 when The Rope Thrower led a group of pony
soldiers into the canyon from the west, while another group
entered from the east, the two groups met in the middle with
neither having succeeded in meeting many Navajo.

cardinal direction. It was at this time that life came to be understood as beginning and ending at the mountaintops, spatially,
temporally, and spiritually. It was a good notion they had, for
in this land defined by mountains, where water is the most sacred
element of life, little rivulets everywhere reach down from the
mountaintops as if from the sky like fingers, to nourish parched
little valleys below, little valleys which appear from the air like
oases between the foothills. The rivulets in time grow into
streams and the streams into rivers, just as the little valleys themselves grow into bigger valleys which in time merge into the
great valley cut by the Rio Grande. So life does, in this land,
come from the mountains, and to the mountains all life returns
in the end to ensure more life.

One question has never been answered in the many histories
written of these events: why did the Navajo feel themselves
invincible in this place? I should like to think that it was because
they, the people, believed they were taking refuge within the
protective womb of mother earth in this place where, one can
so easily imagine, creation began. Besides, Spider Grandmother
stood watch over them atop her needlepoint pinnacle of rock
near the east end. Once before, when they had been threatened
as a people during the deluge, she had interceded and saved
them by spinning a web that stretched a thousand feet from the
bottom to the top of the canyon wall. On this the people had
climbed to safety. This time it was not to be. On this January,
the people were huddled together on their rock ledges and caves,
cold, tired, and hungry, with half a foot of snow covering the
land. When Spider Grandmother failed to climb down as the
pony soldiers passed by her rock, the Navajo people must have
known the ultimate in despair. Their dream almost died there,
in that place. But this also was not to be, for the rest of their
story unto the present day has been a story of courage and of
the will to endure.
Just as they have so obviously acquired a vision of life in the
deep canyons, the Navajo have also learned the lessons of life
in the high mountains. In a mythical journey that underlies and
serves to legitimize their Mountain Chant, a complex curing
ritual recorded in beautiful and painstaking detail by Washington Matthews nearly a century ago, a Navajo youth named
' 'Reared within the Mountains" is captured by a wandering band
of Utes as he is hunting away from his family. After suffering
many hardships at the hands of the Utes, he is aided in escap-
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ing by a Navajo deity and told the way to return to his own
people. He is hotly pursued in his flight by his former captors
and has to be hidden and otherwise aided repeatedly along the
way by other Navajo deities dwelling in the mountains and other
high places. In obtaining this aid the youth also acquires many
supernatural powers and learns a very great deal about the ways
of the supernatural in the mountains.
As he nears home he is aided and given shelter by a final
group of supernaturals who were, like him, named "Reared
within the Mountains." As the youth was leaving, one of the
deities said to him: "We look for you." This meant that when
he left the earth he should expect to return to the gods to live
with them forever. When he finally reaches his own people,
he recounts his blessings and revelations and these became the
basis of the great Mountain Chant. But "Reared within the
Mountains" himself cannot return to a routine and normal life
among his people, for he is visited nightly in his dreams by the
deities who aided him. He would often say to his family: "In
my dreams I am once more among them, and they beg me to
return to them." Shortly thereafter he and his younger brother
departed on a hunt, as in the days before his capture, this time
to the Jemez Mountains west of the Rio Grande. As they sat
down to rest, "Reared within the Mountains" suddenly
exclaimed: "Younger brother, behold the holy ones!" But the
younger brother could see no one. Then he spoke again: "Farewell younger brother! From the holy places the gods come for
me. You will never see me again; but when the showers pass
and the thunder peals, 'There,' you will say, 'is the voice of
my elder brother,' and when the harvest comes, of the beautiful birds and grasshoppers you will say 'There is the ordering
of my elder brother.'" Then he vanished, according to the
account recorded by Matthews.
The youth who has returned home to the mountains is also
immortalized in one of the songs of the Mountain Chant in the
words of a deity: "Whoever learns our songs shall thenceforth
be our child." He who has returned in this instance is neither
one who has died nor a medicine man, as in the Tewa examples cited above, but one who has completed a mythological
journey.
But what of the present human meaning of this heritage? What
does it mean in the daily life of an average person? In August
1964, a Hindu Brahmin and I journeyed to one of the small Hopi
villages on Second Mesa in Arizona to witness a Butterfly
Dance. My Brahmin friend, at the time a fellow graduate student at the University of Chicago, was interested in learning
whether the Hopi were as religious as some of his people in
India. As we settled down on the bare rock of the dance area,
a little girl led out an old man, bent and blind, from within the
house against which we were leaning. His face was so creased
that it appeared to reflect all of the canyons and washes of that
magnificent country. All afternoon we watched him; each time
the dance would begin again, he would be led out and he would
dance, gesture, and shout from his square foot of space by the
door in perfect harmony with the dancers across the way. So
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vigorous did his movements become that by late afternoon he
had worn a small hole in the bare rock surface where he danced.
By the end of the day, this man, who looked not less than a
hundred years old at the beginning, seemed to have had years
roll miraculously off him. He stood more erect, he glowed with
an inner power, and his sightless eyes seemed to see into the
beyond where no one with merely normal sight could see. My
friend and I agreed that we had witnessed a demonstration of
the transforming power of song and of dance, and of the healing and renewing power of a faith and of a guiding vision. I
imagine that this old man, too, had a powerful guiding vision.
To be alive and to be a son or daughter of the mountains and
the deep canyons, then, is to be the living embodiment of a tradition that extends from deep within the good earth to the mountaintops where the earth meets the sky. It is to be the repository of a spiritual heritage which draws from each of these, and
from everything between. It is to be a thousand years old, a
part of the beginning. In an otherwise disturbing and changeful
world we have these, and so we endure.
To be a child of the mountains and deep canyons is also to
need, periodically, to return from wherever one may be, to reenact the odyssey that renews the ties to a place and a time.
This odyssey may take many forms. It may be to go to a Snake
Dance, a Squaw Dance, a Bear Dance, or a Corn Dance. It may
be to stand on the rim of Canyon de Chelly at sunrise, watching creation unfold anew with the changing of colors as the light
moves down through the many layers of the far canyon wall.
It may be to peer deep within this innermost being of the remembered earth at sundown to watch the lights and the colors reverse
themselves, as the earth prepares to sleep, enshrouded in darkness. It may be to sit on the shore of a mountain lake to watch
for Poseyemu, the Creator, to arise as mist to mediate, as he
has always done, between the heaven and the earth. It may be
something else, but always it is an odyssey, and always it
renews. To those without roots of their own on this land, the
odyssey beckons more insistently in our time than ever before.

77m previous article was reprinted by permission from a collection entitled Essays in Reflection II, edited by E. Graham
Ward and published by Houghton-Mifflin.

A Belated Bridge of Respect—
SENATOR MELCHER TALKS ABOUT THE NATIVE
AMERICAN CULTURAL PRESERVATION ACT

S

enator John Melcher of Montana is the ranking Democrat
on the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs and author
of S. 187, the Native American Cultural Preservation Act.

Q: Summarize the intent of S.187. What are the key
provisions?
A: The intent and purpose of the bill is to provide a belated
bridge of respect between our Indian and non-Indian peoples.
There are thousands of skeletal remains of Indians stored in
museums that should be given respect, and, if they can be
identified, returned to their families or tribes. In addition to
skeletal remains, museums in some instances have sacred
artifacts of Indian tribes that not only rightfully belong to the
tribe, but like the skeletal remains, should be returned to them
if properly identified.
The bill provides a means of identification and proof of
ownership by Indians to reclaim with respect their dead and the
sacred artifacts.
Q: What made it necessary to introduce this legislation? What
is its history and what are the principal issues involved?
A: A minimum of human respect demands legislation. Of
the thousands of Indian skeletal remains and sacred artifacts that
have been collected and placed in museums and other institutions
around the country, up until now there has been no method for
the Indian tribes, bands and families who are kin to reclaim
either the bodily remains or the sacred artifacts. In the absence
of federal legislation, which provides a process for evaluating
conflicting claims to these remains and artifacts, it has not been
possible for the Indians to retrieve the sacred artifacts used for
ongoing religious purposes or skeletons of their relatives for
a decent reburial.
Q: What is the current status of the legislation? When will
it be reported out of committee and go to the full Senate? Is
there a sponsor on the House side?
A: I introduced S. 187 in January 1986. The bill was referred
to the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs. The committee held a hearing on the measure on February 20, 1987.
The hearing and the bill have generated a substantial amount
of interest across the country and in Europe. I am currently
working on revisions to the legislation to reflect many of the
recommendations I have received. I believe the committee will
consider the bill and report it to the full Senate before the end

of the year. I understand there is interest in the legislation in
the House but so far no companion bill has been introduced.
Q: What obstacles to passage of the bill do you anticipate?
How will you deal with them? Do you expect any key amendments to be offered?
A: There is no major obstacle to the passage of this legislation. There is some misunderstanding about the bill's details
and some qualms by some representatives of the museum community that the legislation will cause them to have parts of their
Indian collections claimed by Indian tribes, clans or families.
That could happen when valid claims are presented to the federal commission responsible to make determinations if the Indian
claims are factual. When the public and Congress understand
the injustice of not returning the skeletal remains and sacred
artifacts to Indians when a valid claim is established, I believe
support for the bill will be very strong.
Q: If this bill is passed, what groups will be most deeply
affected by the legislation?
A: The American Indians of this country will be most deeply affected since the bill will establish an opportunity for them
to claim their religious and cultural heritage and to properly
and respectfully care for their dead.
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S

keletal remains stolen from actively used burial grounds
were illicitly taken and must be returned to their tribal
descendants. Stolen or not, we at the Smithsonian recognize an
obligation to return all remains that are individually identifiable
from accompanying records. Battlefield pick-ups are always a
difficult problem. Individuals can almost never be identified,
and with tribes often having fought in alliance, to whom can
remains be returned?
Yet to be faced is the issue of archaeologically recovered
skeletons reflecting many millennia of the prehistoric occupation
of North America. Only archaeology, in the absence of written
records, can uncover this important chapter of the whole human
story. It cannot be forgotten that these large collections of
skeletal materials, especially where they can be accurately
placed in space and time and tribal affinity, are scientifically
useful. New laboratory techniques establish broad outlines of
ancient dietary intake and genetic codes. Positive contributions
to modern native American health problems are a not unrealistic
possibility. But first a lengthy and unfortunate record has to be
acknowledged, and a basis found for mutual trust in spite of it.
Robert Mc. Adams
Secretary of the Smithsonian

A

national policy is needed regarding human remains, to
guide federal agencies when such remains are found on
federal land, or in connection with projects in which the federal
government is involved. This policy should be
nondiscriminatory; it should apply to all human remains
regardless of age and ethnic or cultural affiliation, but should
recognize cultural differences among both the dead and the
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living. It should reflect balance among respect for the dead, for
the descendents of the dead, and for the students of the dead.
As a rule, human remains should be studied to the extent
needed to address significant research questions, and then
reinterred in a way that approximates the original interment.
This should be done by or in consultation with those who have
kinship with, or responsibility for, the deceased. Where
overriding cultural or religious interests are involved, the
remains should be reinterred without study. Where overriding
research interests exist, the remains should not be reinterred,
but kept for study. Consultation among concerned parties should
be the vehicle for deciding how to apply the rule.
Thomas F. King
Advisory Council

C

urrent estimates place the number of Native American bodies stored in federal institutions, such as the Smithsonian
Institution, public and private universities and museums and
private collections in America at from 300,000 to 600,000. At
least one-half million bodies have also made their way into
collections in foreign countries. Indian tribes and national Indian
organizations are beginning a systematic national drive to get
these human remains back into Indian hands for appropriate
disposition. Simply put, notwithstanding the claims of scientific
and educational interests, on moral, religious and legal grounds
these remains belong back in the ground or other suitable final
resting place. . .
Contemporary federal law and policy defines Indian gravesites
and human remains as "archeological resources"—relics of
antiquity—and elevates scientific values over religious and
cultural values. As a result, the storage of Indian skeletal
materials and associated grave goods continues largely unabated.
Steve Moore
Native American Rights Fund

A

s cultural resources managers, we are acting as guardians
of our national patrimony. We must recognize that our
nation is made up of many cultures and that when
preserving/managing the cultural resources that can be identified
with a specific culture (ethnic group), we must be sensitive to
the cultural context that resource may have to the present day
culture. A major tenet of anthropology is that all cultures are
relative, that is no culture is better than another. That concept
is not hard to understand, but it may be very difficult for
members of a dominant culture to put into practice.
Respect and proper disposal of the deceased is often an
emotional issue. If we accept that cultures are relative, and that
each culture is entitled to its own mortuary practices and beliefs,
reburial of human remains belonging to ethnic groups is
appropriate. I don't think we have the right to practice one

standard for our culture and impose another standard upon other
cultures. Preserving the patrimony for the present and future
is wasted if we are destroying other cultures in the name of
preservation.
Dick Hsu
Regional Archeologist, NARO
National Park Service

T

he ultimate goal of cultural resources preservation and
interpretation is to foster understanding and knowledge
about human life and lifeways. Such knowledge brings with it
a responsibility to insure that it is used in a judicious manner,
with dignity and respect. The National Park Service has this
responsibility.
When individuals or groups feel that their lifeways are being
abused, or treated without the respect and dignity due them,
they are justified in seeking redress. When such redress is
directed to the National Park Service, the organization has the
responsibility to understand and respond in order to resolve
differences. Although each situation is unique, one principle
must govern all: that no knowledge or material thing is more
valuable than the preservation of mutual respect and human
dignity.
Ann Hitchcock
Chief, Curatorial Services
National Park Service

I

ndian people are being denied the constitutionally protected
right to the free exercise of religion, and our ancestors' spirits
are disturbed by the desecration of Indian burials. There is legal
authority that allows desecreation of unmarked Indian burials
and that has resulted in the storage of hundreds of thousands
of Indian skeletal remains in museums, universities and other
institutions. We are further harmed by the museum visitor's
view of the dehumanizing public displays of our ancestor's
skeletal remains.
Although there is great diversity in the religious traditions
of the Indian and Native nations, there is a generally held belief
among Indian and Native people that, when an individual dies
and the remains of that individual are given the proper
ceremonial treatment, the remains and any sacred objects that
are placed with the remains are intended to be left undisturbed
by human activity forever. We are deeply offended that the
graves of our people have not been protected by the laws of
the dominant society, and that the excavation of the graves of
our people and the storage of their remains and grave goods
have become a major activity of people in anthropological and
museum professions.
Legal and other agreements must be reached between Indian
people and federal, state and local governments and private
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interests regarding protection of Indian burials. Further,
museums and universities must return our ancestors' remains
to Tribes so that they can be afforded the fundamental respect
we all expect for our ancestors and for ourselves.
Suzan Shown Harjo
Executive Director
National Congress of American Indians

The reburial or repatriation issue is one that we will continue
to deal with in the future and I am convinced that the
Department's guidelines, NPS-28, and the Service's Native
American Relations Policy provide a sensitive and reasonable
framework for us to carry out our responsibilities to the various
concerned parties on this complex issue.
Bennie Keel
Departmental Consulting Archeologist
National Park Service
Department of the Interior

A

lthough there are notable exceptions, archeologists have
pursued their research interests without notable concern
for the feelings of Native American groups, at least as far as
the treatment of human skeletal materials and sacred objects
are concerned. Consequently, the recent activities of some tribes
and pan-Indian groups, e.g., American Indians Against
Desecration, have caught many archeologists and land managers
off guard and unprepared to deal with this matter. As a
consequence, the actions taken in response to demands for the
return of human remains and sacred objects have been varied.
Over the last ten years I have been involved in developing
guidance and policy on this issue because none existed that
balanced the interests of the Native American community, the
various scientific disciplines (archeology, physical
anthropology, forensic medicine, demography, etc.), and the
statutory responsibilities of the federal agencies. My concern
began with trying to develop a reasonable, rational, sensitive
and consistent framework in which to respond to Native
American concerns within the parameters of a major federal
construction project, the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway in
Alabama and Mississippi. From this experience evolved the
Department of the Interior's policy, "Guidelines for the
Disposition of Archeological and Historical Remains," issued
in July 1982. The policy covers all human remains irrespective
of race or ethnic affiliation, and, contrary to some assertions,
is not racially discriminatory. According to the guidelines,
federal land managers are to begin consultation with appropriate
interested parties as early in the planning process as possible
when there is reasonable belief that human remains may be
encountered. One of the objectives of this process is to construct
a framework within which the treatment of human remains will
be handled, should they actually be discovered. Contrary to
assertions made by American Indians Against Desecration, the
Interior guidelines do not require the perpetual curation of
human remains but, rather, establish a system through which
each decision is reached by weighing the concerns of the various
interested parties on a case-by-case basis. In some cases, reburial
is clearly the appropriate disposition; in others, it is not.
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I

n recent years Native Americans and archeologists, physical anthropologists, and museum curators have been at odds
concerning the treatment of prehistoric skeletal remains, grave
associated artifacts, and sacred objects. As a result of this debate,
numerous states have enacted specific legislation and
professional societies have issued policy statements on
repatriation. It is imperative that the scientific community work
toward improving dialogue with Native Americans. Resolution
of this complex, emotional and scientific issue will require not
only improved communication but also compromise on the part
of all parties.
The Arizona State Museum has been involved in discussions
with several Arizona Indian tribes with regard to the proper
treatment of human remains and artifacts. A recent experience
of the Arizona State Museum with the Tohono O'Odham Nation
suggests that common ground can be reached on this issue. The
San Xavier Bridge Project located on the Tohono O'Odham
Reservation was the subject of controversy between
archeologists and Native Americans since its inception in 1984,
because the location had been used in prehistoric times as a
burial ground. After considerable discussion and deliberation
on the part of both the Arizona State Museum and the Tohono
O'Odham Nation, a mutually satisfactory agreement concerning
excavation and analysis was reached that allowed excavations
to be conducted in 1985. This agreement placed some
restrictions on analytical procedures and left the decision on the
final disposition of the human remains to officials of the San
Xavier District, a medicine woman, and the tribal chairman.
The San Xavier Bridge Site burials and associated grave goods
were ultimately reburied by the Tohono O'Odham Nation in
September 1986.
John C. Ravesloot
Arizona State Museum

BY DOUGLAS H. SCOVILL

R.I.P. — Not Hardly

Photo by Arizona State Museum

H

e lived in the 17th century on the Chupadero Mesa in the
central New Mexico highlands at the Tompiro-speaking
Indian village the Spanish called Pueblo de las Humanas. By
his early teens bone disease had twisted his body, curving his
spine in a bow, forcing his head toward his chest, distorting
his arms, his legs, his whole body into a grotesque caricature
of the fetal position. He contributed nothing material to the
family struggle for survival, yet they cared for him until his
death, when, with sacred ritual and human grief, they buried
him beneath the floor of a room in the large central house complex of the pueblo.
One summer in the sixth decade of the 20th century, archeologists at the abandoned Pueblo de las Humanas scientifically
studied the ruins of that central house complex. They unearthed
kivas, rooms with plastered and decorated walls, corn grind-

ing bins, and other evidence of Pueblo Indian life from the late
15th to the 17th centuries. More than 150 human burials were
disinterred and sent in long, narrow cardboard boxes to the
laboratory for preservation and study. Among them were the
bones of the young Pueblo boy. That particular burial had been
an unusual one. The archeologists took careful notes and photographs. It never crossed their minds that excavation of the
dead, consigning their bones and mortuary offerings to storage,
and cataloging them as scientific specimens were sacrilege to
contemporary American Indians.
This case illustrates some of the troubling, contentious issues
associated with the excavation, retention, and exhibition of
human remains. The central question raised here is not what
federal historic preservation law and regulations prescribe on
how to deal with human remains, for the federal regulations
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clearly give pre-eminence to the position that human remains
more than 100 years old (from an archeological perspective)
are scientific specimens. The question becomes how ought we
to deal with the issue. Here, strong differences prevail.
First, consider the case against the argument that human
remains can be treated as scientific specimens, and thus that
they belong to society for the increase of scientific knowledge.
State governments have laws that prescribe how they exercise
their authority with regard to death and the dead. These laws
are based on three clear goals: proper disposal of the deceased
to prevent the spread of disease; adjudication of the cause of
death to determine whether it was criminal; and protection of
human remains from disinterment except under legally defined
circumstances. While these are secular purposes, they effectively protect the distinctively varied religious beliefs of contemporary communities. Regardless of religious persuasion or
ethnic affiliation, communities historically have have not viewed
their dead as scientific specimens, and state laws provide them
with the legal tools to protect interred human remains from
scientific investigation. Pause now, and reflect. Do we have
responsibilities only to our own dead, and not to the dead of
long past communities with no provable lineal descendents to
protect them?
The argument that human remains should be treated as scientific specimens is based on archeological studies of the past.
Archeologists collect, measure, describe and analyze the
material remains of communities, past or contemporary, and
interpret this information to present a systematic picture of these
communities and their comparison with other communities, both
through time and over geographic space. A critical element of
understanding the lifeways of past communities is the demographic characteristics of the people, the diseases they endured,
the nutritional deficiencies they suffered, and their mortuary
practices. To answer such questions, the scientific study of the
dead has become an historically established academic discipline.
Contemporary society places high value on the public benefit
of the scientific study and public interpretation of the human
past. Federal and state laws protect the material evidences of
past communities; museums, both publically and privately
funded, interpret and display the material cultural of this past;
newspaper and magazine articles popularize the dramatic finds
of archeology; and both educational and commercial television
carry programs on archeological studies and their historical
meaning. Thus, the scientific study of the human past not only
is sanctioned in law, it also has broad societal support.
Pause again and reflect. At the community level there is a
cross-culturally shared belief in the sanctity of the dead. Is there
also a shared belief that supports the scientific study of those
dead? Probably not, if it is that community's own dead being
studied. So whose dead get studied, under what circumstances,
and what does the community with cultural or historical claims
have to say about it? Not easy questions to answer under any
circumstances, even less so under current federal archeological
law that declares all graves, grave goods, and human skeletal
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material 100 years old or more to be archeological resources
subject to scientific study and preservation as archeological
collections.
Within these legal constraints, nevertheless, the Service has
taken a first step, seeing through to publication the Native
American Relationships Management Policy (Federal Register,
September 22, 1987). The provisions of policy that apply to
the issues of Native American human remains can be
summarized as follows: (1) burial areas, whether or not formally
enclosed as cemeteries, shall be located, identified, and
protected; (2) burials shall not be disturbed, destroyed or
archeologically investigated unless there are no feasible and
prudent alternatives; (3) the Service will consult with Native
American individuals and groups concerning the proper
treatment and disposition of human remains associated with such
individuals or groups, when such remains may be disturbed or
encountered as a result of activities conducted on park lands;
(4) the Service shall give full consideration to the following
decision options: no disturbance; removal and reinterment
without scientific study; removal and reinterment with limited
scientific study; removal and reinterment with full scientific
study; removal, scientific study, and retention of the remains
as part of the museum collection of the park; (5) the Service
shall not display disinterred skeletal or mummified human
remains or grave goods that Native Americans, culturally
associated with them, regard as traditionally sacred. While this
policy clearly directs the Service to avoid the disturbance of
human graves, if we are unable to do so, we must conform to
federal archeological regulations. Thus the questions remain:
What criteria are we going to use to reconcile the inherent
conflict between scientific study of the human past and violation
of the grave? Who are the interested parties in the decision?
How do we ensure an equitable and impartial solution to
conflicting views? Scientific belief in a right to study the dead
is not more valid than culturally determined beliefs that
disturbance of the dead is sacrilege. This issue will remain a
contentious one until a more balanced criteria and impartial
process is adopted for resolution of the conflict.

Douglas Scovill is Chief Anthropologist,
Anthropology, WASO.

Division of

BY ED NATAY

NPS CLOSELY BOUND
TO NATIVE AMERICANS
IN SOUTHWEST
T

he next time you visit New Mexico, bring along your fishing rod and a selection of artificial flies. I know of a pond
at Picuris Pueblo where the rainbow trout are jumping.
After you've caught your limit, drive south to Camel Rock
Campground at Tesuque Pueblo and fry them up over an open
fire.
You'll enjoy both your angling expedition and your
campground stay on Indian land, perhaps unaware that the
National Park Service has played a key role in your adventure.
The National Park Service in the Southwest Region has a
longstanding tradition of working with Native Americans on
recreation projects, cooperating and consulting with a number
of tribes. In addition to the Picuris pond and several
campgrounds, NPS has worked with the tribes on fair and rodeo
grounds facilities, fish raceways, road surveys, picnic areas,
sewage lagoons, community parks and a zoological/botanical
park, to name a handful.
The Southwest's efforts have been going on for years, thriving
despite changes in direction or programmatic emphasis that the
Service experiences from time to time.
Why is the National Park Service so closely bound to Native
Americans in the Southwest? In a region where Native American
tradition is a central theme in 13 of 37 areas, there is a great
concern for the lifeways of the contemporary Indians and a
respect for their cultural past that is deeply ingrained in the
region's consciousness.
The relationship between more than a dozen tribes and the
National Park Service extends beyond interpretation and help
with recreation projects. Native Americans are a significant part
of the workforce with 43 permanent, full time, five permanent
less-than-full time and 16 temporaries on the staff. Two,
Clarence Gorman of Navajo National Monument and Herb
Yazhe of Canyon de Chelly, are superintendents.
Both Yazhe and Gorman are Navajos whose parks are within
the sprawling Navajo Reservation that covers most of
northwestern New Mexico and northeastern Arizona. Canyon
de Chelly is on land that is actually owned by the Navajo Tribe.
Gorman has a unique joba collateral dutyas Navajo Speaking
Coordinator, in which he serves as a counselor to Navajo
employees and provides general information to the Navajo
population.

A

young Navajo sheepherder and her dogs tend their flock in
Canyon de Chelly. Photo by Fred E. Mang, Jr.

The relationship between the Indians and the National Park
Service is not new, either in the Southwest or elsewhere.
Actually, the NPS, from its establishment in 1916, has been
involved with Indian tribes who lived on or near park lands.
In those early years, we probably thought more in terms of
an "Indian problem." Generally, parklands were gained by
"negotiated treaties," where the Indian was relocated by
voluntary or forced removal.
That's no longer true today, of course, with a number of
public laws, executive orders and Departmental and NPS
directives mandating the NPS to carry out its management
programs in a cooperative manner with Native Americans. One
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important primary direction we have is Public Law 95-341, the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978. Another is
Special Directive 78-1, Policy Guideline for Native American
Cultural Resources Management, which has undergone
metamorphosis to become the Native American Relationships
Management Policy, recently published in the Federal Register.

Ln Albuquerque's West Mesa petroglyph area, two Hispanic
crosses with interesting basal designs are mixed with the twohomed lightning serpent and animal petroglyphs, all
contrasting with the older, more darkly patinated Indian
petroglyphs of anthropomorphs. The Hispanic crosses probably
were placed there to exorcise the spirit powers of these Indian
gods. Photo by Ike Eastvold.

More important is the enlightened leadership in the National
Park Service. Director Mott has called for special consideration
and preservation of what he termed "lifeways" (Courier,
February 1987). And Southwest Regional Director John Cook
has championed such preservation during his National Park
Service career, perhaps partly because he understands these
lifeways as the result of having been born in "Indian Country"
and of growing up and serving the NPS for many years first
in the small Arizona and New Mexico monuments and then as
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general superintendent of the Navajo Lands Group and Southern
Arizona Group.
We have made great strides as a bureau, and more is being
done. At present, areas such as El Malpais and Petroglyphs in
New Mexico, both intimately connected with Native Americans
and Native American lifeways are under consideration as NPS
areas.
At Petroglyphs, near Albuquerque, a feasibility study has been
undertaken to determine management of an area that includes
more than 15,000 petroglyphs and other archeological ruins,
sites and volcanic features. The National Park Service has met
with members of nearby pueblos and the All Indian Pueblo
Council of New Mexico concerning planned access and use of
the features by Native Americans as they traditionally practice
them on their sacred sites.
Yet another, The Trail of Tears, which runs from northern
Georgia to Oklahoma and follows the overland route of the
Cherokee Indians, is being studied for national historic trail
status.
The Trail of Tears draws its significance from the
government's Indian removal policy of the 1830s. Although the
policy applied to most Indian tribes east of the Mississippi River,
the Five Civilized TribesCherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek
and Seminoleattracted the greatest attention. The experience of
the Cherokee, because they fought removal in the Supreme
Court rather than on the battlefield, has come to represent the
experience of all, according to the trail study.
Still another area, the proposed Tallgrass Prairie Preserve in
Oklahoma, has involved extensive consultation with the Osage
Tribe, which owns mineral, gas and oil interests within the area.
Director Mott has met with the Osage to assure them that oil
and gas production could continue within the boundary.
It is proposed that the 50,000-acre preserve depict and
preserve indigenous tallgrass prairie species and encourage
appreciation of our western American heritage. But it will do
more than that. It will interpret the production of oil and gas
on the Osage Reservation since the 1900s, and detail the history
of the arrival of the Osage Indian Tribe to the tallgrass prairie
for more than 100 years.
Even though American Indian cultures have many common
traits such as a belief in harmony with nature, each is unique
in its religious beliefs, values, arts, language and social makeup. The more of the history, land and lifeways that can be
preserved, the richer we will all be as a result.

Ed Natay, a Navajo-Santo Domingo Pueblo Indian, is a park
planner who has worked with Native Americans since he joined
NPS more than two decades ago.

BY LOUISA R. STARK

Navajo Bead Stands
A

ny tourist who travels by road to Grand Canyon National
Park cannot miss the bead stands along the highways that
bisect reservation lands. Located singly or in clusters, they are
managed by Navajo families, the women often dressed in
brightly colored velveteen, accented with traditional jewelry.
Contrasting with the silver and turquoise worn by the vendors
is the merchandise sold at the stands—necklaces, bracelets, and
earrings of silver-toned metal, brightly colored glass, and dark
brown cedar-berry beads, all strung together in seemingly
infinite variation. A few small hand woven rugs may be for sale
also, as well as an occasional beaded hat band, or a piece or
two of traditional silver jewelry.
The evolution of bead stands appears to have started in the
late 1970s. It was at that time that the price of silver skyrocketed.
Many Navajo silversmiths, generally men, found themselves
unable to afford the materials necessary to continue producing
traditional Indian jewelry. A rapid decline set into what had
been, in 1972, a 2.7 million dollar industry on the reservation.
Navajo silversmiths also discovered that higher prices meant

less demand. This led many to move into other areas of the reservation economy, or to neighboring cities in search of work.
Unemployment on the reservation has always been high, as it
has been for Indian people moving to the cities. Federal cutbacks
in entitlement programs taking place in the late 1970s did not
make life any easier for those who stayed on the reservation.
Even though the price of traditional jewelry forced many consumers out of the market, there was still a need felt by tourists
for jewelry that was "Indian made." To fill this need, Navajo
women turned to purchasing ready-made materials that could
be assembled into bracelets, necklaces, and earrings for sale
to the general public. Since trading posts and other stores did
not wish to sell such "popular art," the women began to sell
their work themselves, setting up bead stands on reservation
lands bordering such tourist attractions as the Grand Canyon,
Monument Valley, and Mesa Verde. The result has been the
development of an economic resource by Navajo women, who
are selling their own and their family's work directly to the con(continued, page 37)

Photo by Louisa Stark
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Photo by National Geographic Society
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BY C. MACK SHAVER

LIVING
CULTURAL
PARKS
THEY STILL EXIST IN OUR NATIONAL
P A R K S Y S T E M . Alaska's "new" national parklands,
which I wrote about in 1984, are now nearly eight years old.
That experiment in managing areas as whole ecosystems with
man as an integral part has been a success—at least the park
lands are still intact, the natural resources are bettter known
and relatively healthy (if not absolutely natural and healthy) and
consumptive use of natural resources by local rural residents
(primarily Alaska Natives) is still permitted. In addition, more
Native groups and individuals are taking active roles in managing the areas, as employees, commission members, or simply
interested citizens. The challenges predicted are still there,
however, as are new ones we didn't even consider when
ANILCA was enacted.
Despite the Congressional mandate, the eloquent idea of man
as a part of the ecosystem in areas of cultural importance gets
shaky, and extremely difficult to manage, when dealing with
modern man on limited land areas. Even areas as grand as our
Alaska parks don't truly encompass whole ecosystems. The
Western Arctic Caribou herd, for example, ranges an area
nearly four times larger than the three Northwest Alaska
National Park Service areas combined.

f\thabscan
slippers of native tanned moosehide by Margaret
John. Photo by U.S. Department of the Interior, Indian Arts and
Crafts Board.
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Man's part in an ecosystem may be balanced when he uses
primitive tools and methods of transportation. Using rifles and
snowmachines, however, and augmenting diets with prepared,
purchased foods, exempts human populations from fluctuations
with, or dependency on, the viability of particular wild animal
species. Rather, the viability of the harvested species depends
on the hunting society's desire not to eradicate the resource,
the manager's ability to protect the resource, or a combination
of both. Thus, man's role becomes less a part of a balanced
ecosystem (as it would be if we perpetuated primitive man as
a part of a living zoo) and more a powerful influence to be
managed. As managers then, trained in European and modern
American plant and animal management techniques, we become
a greater agent of change for Alaskan Native groups as we
manage their use of the resources they have always believed
were theirs to use by right. Obviously, the potential for intercultural conflict is great.
The Park Service and Alaska Native people recognize these
conflicts and the reasons for them. Enlightened managers and
Native leaders are looking for innovative solutions. Can traditional village structures, which use social pressure to encourage
proper conduct, solve resource problems that law enforcement
can't handle? Can rigid bureaucratic agencies adopt peoplemanaging strategies that have worked for thousands of years
in Eskimo communities—but have never been codified or had
their successes documented in a way acceptable to the
bureaucrat? We'll see; because such ideas are being discussed
and proposed by susbsistence resource commissions and park
managers while they draft congressionally mandated subsistence
hunting programs for the Alaska parks and monuments.
While the land ownership question in Alaska may have been
settled for the most part by ANILCA in 1980, the confusion
over boundaries, designations, land uses and conflicting regulations has only begun. In explaining these concepts and working with local people to gain support and understanding, we
find ourselves once more an agent of change for Alaska Natives.
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Consider, for example, the recent wilderness suitability
recommendation process in Alaska, mandated by ANILCA.
When that law passed in 1980, parts of the areas were legal
wilderness and parts were not. The latter were to be studied
to determine wilderness suitability. Then in compliance with
a Congressional deadline, wilderness recommendations were
to be made. The first major hurdle was to explain to Native
groups what wilderness is—when they know the land in our
areas like their own backyards and consider none of it
"untraveled by man," or wilderness by our definition. Then
the question arises as to why some areas were made "legal"
wilderness in 1980 and some not—when on the ground there
are no differences.
Further compounding the problem is the question of allowable uses in wilderness versus non-wilderness (or for that mat-

ter, in Alaska new-area wilderness versus Lower-48 wilderness
and old-Alaska wilderness). One small samplez-in the Lower-48
and in old Alaska wilderness, motors are not permitted. In new
Alaska wilderness, snowmachine, motorboat (in some cases,
for subsistence only), and aircraft access is permitted unless specifically prohibited, but unlike the non-wilderness areas, portable generators and power ice-augers are not permitted even
if defined as "traditional." And the traditional definition is
necessary for their use in nonwilderness areas unless they are
termed new "technology," in which case they may be permitted in non-wilderness, but not wilderness, if powered by internal combustion engines or other noise producing methods.. .
Confused? I'm sure. And so we become a further agent of
change, and confirm and discover more challenges in ANILCA
than those it solved.

Well, I've recently moved and am not, at least for now, working with the excitement of Alaska. I live in North Dakota and
am dealing with laws new to me and with their effect on other
Native people, those also new to me. Hidatsa, Mandan,
Assiniboin, Sioux and others all have felt, and are feeling our
presence, both as a managing agency and a culture.
The other day I sat near the confluence of the Knife and the
Missouri Rivers, close to the remains of ancient pit houses. I
was taken back to 1806 pleasantly and accurately by the Lewis
and Clark drama, played by modern actors from this area, many
of them decendants of the Indians who lived there nearly 200
years ago. Lewis and Clark were saying goodbye to the native
people they had lived with and preparing to return to civilization after two years in the wilderness. As they discussed their
approaching report to the president, the captains lamented their
greatest failure: President Jefferson had instructed them to tell
America's Native people that change was coming. European
and modern American culture would move west and the effects
would be inescapable. Lewis and Clark believed they had
reported this accurately to Native leaders, but they felt incapable of expressing the extent of the change and could not prepare their friends adequately for what was to come. Their report
to the president must be that the Indians would not be ready
for the cultural clash.
We find ourselves in Alaska, and elsewhere, as Lewis and
Clark did, to explain or mitigate the change we expect to the
Native people our actions must affect. Maybe time and past
experience are the only solutions. In any case, Alaska, where
we said "this is the last chance to do it right," is still a success
story of sortswith lots of new challenges for our managers and
Native peoples alike. Allowing traditional land uses by Native
people in national park areas does work, but 20th-century life
requires judicious management, cooperation, and understanding between the managers and the indigenous people.

C. Mack Shaver is superintendent of Theodore Roosevelt NP.
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BY ANDREW BALLUTA, AS TOLD TO CHERYL CLINE

A Dena'ina Perspective
On The Resources of Lake Clark
A

ndrew Balluta's life is tied closely to Lake Clark National
Park and Preserve. He is now a park ranger stationed at
Port Alsworth, but he was born across the lake, within what
is now parkland, at Miller Creek. There his family had a cabin
from which they ran their trap lines. They were Dena'ina people from Nondalton, a native Alaskan village on the southwestern boundary. Andrew willingly speaks of the conservation values and resource use of his people. This story is a
description of a way of life dependent on fishing and hunting
and gathering food. The lifestyle was one of feast and famine,
of seeking the chance to eat enough to survive in an intemperate climate. This description focuses on the people of Kijik, the
historic residents of Lake Clark.
The people lived in small groups for hunting and fishing. They
got together for potlaches, funerals, and other ceremonies. For
example, just after a death, there would be a funeral party. Then,
later, the dead person's belongings would be gathered and the
whole house cleaned out. People would come from all over for
a memorial ceremony, where the belongings would be given
away.
These people were related by culture and tradition. Before
the traders and Russian missionaries came there were six small
groups in the Mulchatna area: one on the river, one at Kijik,
one at Telaquana Lake, one on the Stony River, one at Tyonek, and one at Iliamna. Each group was made up of about six
families, maybe 40 people. During the winter these people
would stay in one spot, but during the summer they would move
about to find food. They would go to the river, where the fish
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were. They would move up to the mountains during hunting
season for caribou, squirrel, sheep, and so on. There was one
chief for all these people and they all followed his leadership.
These people spoke Dena'ina, one of the Athabascan languages.
Even before the traders and missionaries came, problems
began for these people. There were up to 300 in the area around
the Mulchatna, so many people that their main sickness was
starvation.
When the traders and outside people came, they brought
different sicknesses that the natives were not immune to:
measles, smallpox, pneumonia, tuberculosis. These wiped out
more than half the population, already weakened by starvation.
Most of the people moved to Kijik in the 1850s or 60s, according to church records. Then in the spring of 1901 they moved
again, this time to Old Nondalton. That change came after the
1900 epidemic, which wiped out most of the village. Only eight
families survived. The non-native people who helped the villagers say that the disease was smallpox.
The people actually didn't have to move out of Kijik. But they
felt that an evil spirit had moved into the area and was destroying the people. Life had been very good at Kijik and this tragedy
needed an explanation. That's why they moved from Kijik to
Nondalton: they were escaping the evil spirit. They did not have
a mental picture or a clear understanding of just what that spirit
was; it was just a feeling. This spirit was the concern of the
elders in the way that it would have been for a shaman or medicine man. By today's ways, they didn't have to move since the
epidemic was over and those who survived were immune. At
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that time, however, the people had a tradition of moving to
escape a place with such a high death rate.
At Kijik, there had been plenty of salmon. The people fished
at Kijik Lake, then called Salmon Lake. There is a narrow, shallow spot that they fenced off. On one fence was a funnel leading into the trap and on the other, a trap door. People had fish
camps on each side of the water. Each family would take just
enough fish. When they had what they could use for that day,
they would open up the trap for the remaining fish to spawn.
Enough fish for the day was as many as they could split and
dry. They would do that until they had plenty for the winter.
They knew how much they would need for the year and they
took that much and a little more in case there was a problem.
To take more than they might use would take effort to process
and to store. The people were concerned that the fish should
return in later years.
The people had been living pretty well when they had that
epidemic. No wonder they thought the place was very evil when
suddenly they had problems. The priests and church did not
intervene since they only visited the village once or twice a year.
The people listened when the elders told them that they needed
to move.
By the late 1890s the Bristol Bay commercial salmon industry had become part of life. People went to earn cash in the
canneries. They also found out about beach seines. Since the
fish school up, it was easier to net them than to trap. But they
still only fished for what they needed.
So the council of elders, led by Zaker Ivonoff (acting as
manager), decided that the people of Kijik should move to Old
Nondalton. From there they could still get to Bristol Bay easily; they would be closer to the trading posts; they could fish
there; and they could still live off the land.
The second chief at that time (like a vice president) was Alexsi
Balluta. There were Balluta chiefs back at least to 1845, which
was when Wassilie Balluta was chief. The number two chief
would move up to be chief. The chiefs were not determined
by family or relationship but by the qualifications of the man.
A man was picked because he was a born leader, because he
was a good worker and provider, and because he was good with
people. A group of elders decide who the chief should be.
In Old Nondalton the people's lives became more centralized.
Six families moved to the site, about 40 or 50 people. Life was
good and people were healthy enough that not many children
died, though tuberculosis became a problem as it did in other
places in Alaska. By 1914 a trading post moved in to the village and people from distant villages also came. Some people
tried prospecting but found that it was not really worth the effort.
Trapping, though, was good. The people began to learn more
about earning wages. The government brought reindeer into
Iliamna, and three or four families had a reindeer herd, a good
business until the reindeer got eaten by wolves or migrated into
the caribou herds.
In 1930 the BIA provided a school, and things began to
change. Most of the children did not know how to speak English.
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an with a sled dog (1983) made of old walrus ivory
by Athabascan Leonard Savage.

At that time it was thought that the people should forget about
their own language and learn English. Children were punished
for not speaking English. They were taught that the old ways
were bad and the new ways good. People began losing their
language and their culture, but it is not so easy to learn a new
way to " b e . "
During the War, some of the younger people went into the
Army. Still, the main work was the fishery of Bristol Bay. Some
people worked on the cannery boats and even became captains.
Then villagers would form partnerships and buy their own boats.
The fishery was the main source of income, along with winter
trapping. People were no longer so dependent on the resources
of what is now the national park.
The people did continue their seasonal subsistence activities.
Women put up fish in the summer for dog food and their own
use. In the fall there was hunting up in the high country (squirrel hunting was no longer popular as they stopped making parkas
from the skins). Lake fishing on Lake Clark continued until it
became colder, around the first of November. Basing themselves
in the village, people would run trap lines for the small furbearers. Everyone was home for Russian Christmas, in January. The people would get ready for beaver trapping in February and March. Beaver was very important because the price
was high (as much as $80). After beaver trapping, they would
move into spring camp to feed the dogs with the whitefish and
pike that could be caught. When spring came, they moved back
to Nondalton for the fish runs. The earliest runs were around
June 20.
Life is about the same today, except that people have jobs
during the summer. Some work for the Native Corporation or
the Park Service; they do construction or find other seasonal
work. They no longer trap beaver because of these other sources
of cash and the low price for the pelts. They do not go to spring
camp, as they have enough food. They used to catch ducks at
spring camp too. That is not legal now, so there is no reason
to go.
When the land first became part of the national park, the people were worried. Commercial pilots, guides, lodge owners and
others told the villagers of the privileges that they were going
to lose. They expected it to be like the reservations of the "lower
'48." Now that they know what the park is doing for them,
they'd rather have the park than the sport hunters and all. They
see that the park may provide secure jobs and help their culture
in a positive way. The people use the park (for subsistence) but
do not take advantage of their unique privileges. They want to
insure that the park stays and that they can get along with the
park people. There is an important attachment to the land.
Some of the older people still feel that their privileges have
been taken away from them. That's not true. The younger people, who have gone to school and learned to read and write,
feel that it's the other way around. They have more right to
use the land, which the guides and outfitters and sport hunters
do not have anymore. They are the real caretakers, the owners,
of the land.

Andrew was six or seven years old when he first went to
school and he did not speak English. Then, he only attended
during October and November. In December, he would move
with his family to trap and continue their seasonal way of life.
As an adult, Andrew fished commercially in Bristol Bay and
trapped out of Nondalton until 1963. At that time he became
a big game guide with clients from all over the world. In 1979
he began work as a Village Public Safety Officer at Nondalton. In 1982 he was recruited by the chief ranger of Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.
During the summer of 1985, Andrew began working on the
park's socio-cultural project with Dr. Linda Ellana. He describes
his job as assisting the village people in telling about their culture. In 1986 he worked on translating taped interviews from
his native Dena'ina language to English, recording family histories and patterns of seasonal life.
At the Alaskan Anthropological Association meetings in 1986
and 1987, Andrew was co-presenter of the project. This summer he was a featured speaker at the Conference on Russian
America in Sitka, Alaska.
Interest in Andrew's work has spread. This summer he was
the guest of the Northern Australia Research Unit at Australia
Northern University, Casuarina, Northern Territory. While in
Australia, he visited Katherine Gorge National Park and Kakadu
National Park. At Kakadu, he made a presentation to the park
rangers, and received a guided tour by aboriginal park rangers.
The public will benefit from Andrew's work. They will have
an opportunity to understand and appreciate Native culture,
thanks to a permanent record of the Dena'ina people that now
exists. Park managers also will be better able to manage dayto-day interactions with this special group of park users and supporters. The culture of Native people is as much a part of Lake
Clark National Park and Preserve as the wildlife and scenery.
Andrew Balluta is an important link for our understanding of
that culture.

Andrew Balluta and Cheryl Cline are park rangers at Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve.
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BY LINDA POOLAW

THOUGHTS ON
GROWING UP DELAWAREWHAT IT HAS COME TO MEAN.
I am from a small farm in southwestern Oklahoma, in the middle of the Southern Plains. My two brothers and I were raised
by our parents, who were of different tribes. My father was
Kiowa and my mother was Delaware (Lenape). We were raised
in three cultures, the third being Anglo. As the Delaware custom goes, I, being the daughter, followed my mother's beliefs
and remained with the Delaware.
I have studied (the Delaware people call it listening) Delaware language, customs and mores all my life. In the last
20 years the tribe has been awarded several grants and endowments to preserve our culture heritage. Through these years I
have been close to many of our elders who have now passed
on. It has been difficult many times to understand and grasp
the meanings of things that were told me. Sometimes it took
many years for the questions to be answered. Just now, in my
middle years, are things beginning to get clearer and meanings
to take form. I suppose patience and listening are the basic concepts of understanding in any culture, especially Delaware.
There is one value that has evolved and is becoming a more
frequent part of my learning. That value is destiny. Delawares
are great believers in destiny. Over the years many things have
happened and I have become so involved in the process of administering the subject that I often have lost the reasoning of
what made it happen. The late Nora Dean, my friend and
teacher, once told me, "Don't ever ask why. You sound like
a white person, always asking why. Just listen." I was caught
in a conflict. My Anglo education had taught me to learn truth
by asking questions. It seemed to be a very tedious and timewasting effort to just sit and wait for the answers, but I began
to take the elders' advice to wait and listen.
In early fall of last year, Dick Hsu, National Park Service,
called my tribe, the Delawares of Western Oklahoma, to give
us news about the uncovering of remains thought to be Delaware. At first this both frightened and excited me. I began to
make arrangements with the two other groups of Delawares,
in Eastern Oklahoma and Canada, to return, to start the process
involved in reburying the remains. The plans were that I go
first to Ellis Island in November of 1986 to evaluate the situation and meet with Miki Crespi and Dick Hsu. This was not
as easy as I had believed it would be.
I began to do hurried research of early Delaware burials and
to seek advice from our elder, Bessie Snake. Bessie is almost
90 years old and is one of our spiritual people. Bessie is not
only a close relative, but when my mother died in 1981, Bessie
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told me that she would take the role of my mother for my family. I feel very close to her because of that, and her wisdom is
very important to me. I felt that there were going to be all kinds
of preparations that I would have to experience before I could
be permitted to have the honor of viewing the bones. Bessie
and I discussed the smoking ceremony and sweat house ceremony, and my plans to do those before I left for New York. My
heart was heavy as there was something else bothering me that
I couldn't take care of and that I didn't understand.

The Delawares split up many years ago as we made our historical trek across half of the continent. The three groups had just
remet in 1981 in Katonah, New York. Since then we have gotten together on several occasions and have begun to patch our
relationships. Also since the New York gatherings, things have
just seemed to happen to bring us together. Rachel Redinger,
founder of "Trumpet in the Land," New Phildelphia, Ohio,
has been instrumental in developing an event to reestablish a
closer brotherhood of the Delaware and create a learning
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atmosphere about our culture here in our old homeland. There
are many, many things and many people that have happened
along our way to help us recreate our past. People like Dr. Greg
Schaaf, Dr. Duane Hale, Dr. Ralph Cooley, Dr. Jay Miller,
Dick York, and Jim Rementer are giants to us. Destiny?
Now, in late 1986, here comes Dick Hsu. As liaison, my work
was before me. I had been smoked and had visited a sweat
house. All the cleansing prayers had been said and I was on
my way to visit the bones. On the plane I rehearsed, over and
over, my instructions from Bessie, the prayer she told me to
say, the cedar she had prayed over and blessed for me to burn
for the remains. Instead of a responsibility, it felt more like a
burden. I wondered who was I to think that I could do this
spiritual rite that had more significance than I could imagine.
Way above the clouds, looking down on the ground I was trying to imagine my ancestors crossing over all that land from
the East Coast. How difficult it must have been. I chose not
to think about that. My mother was once asked how the Delaware managed to come so far and still remain intact after all
the terrible experiences. She threw back her head and laughed,
"You know, with my people, we learn to laugh and that is why
we are still here, the Delaware can laugh during the worst of
times."
The next morning I met Dick Hsu. In all of our conversations on the phone I didn't once think of what color he was.
In the middle of midtown Manhattan, I certainly was glad he
was brown. The Delawares have a creation story that I choose
to believe, called the Walum-Olum or Red Score. One of the
translations is by Dr. Greg Schaaf, who a few years back was
adopted by my mother as her grandson. The translation is
immense, but one of the interesting aspects of this translation
is that the Delaware did cross the Bering Strait, not once, but
twice. Early on, the Delaware, who were created on this continent, crossed the Bering Strait going into Asia, lived there centuries, and then returned. That being so, I knew Dick Hsu was
Oriental and I felt good. Destiny?
I was nervous the morning I woke to view the bones. I prayed
the prayer over and over. It was difficult to meditate in Manhattan, at least for me. I imagined that this is where my roots
are and my people, the remains of the people I was to view
in a few hours being proof of that. In my hotel room I looked
out of my window at a brick wall. I really needed some answers
about why the bones, hundreds of years old, were found now.
My Anglo-taught patience was running out.
During the next two days I viewed, prayed, smoked over the
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bones, and visited the Ellis Island site. It all happened pretty
fast, New York style, which I was glad for. Miki Crespi, Dick
Hsu, and I planned for the next event: the elders praying over
the bones the following summer. I came home a little older than
when I left. Destiny?
Preparations were then made for the chiefs and spiritual people
to return to pray over the bones on the Island. In late June my
people all met in Newark, New Jersey, to do the smoking and
praying ceremony, following the customs of the traditional Delaware burial. It was a beautiful day for the occasion and everyone seemed in good spirits. Our brothers from Canada and
Eastern Oklahoma were anxious to go to the Island and begin
the ceremony. There are just certain things women can do, so
everyone had a part. Dr. Duane Hale and I had researched traditional burial at length. I was pleased that the elder men did a
good job on the beautiful ceremony. But again, everything happened so fast that it was hard to reflect on meaning. I felt relieved
on the return trip home as most of the stress was over. I am
looking forward to the next phase, actually reburying the
remains and the dedication.
Two days after our return home I visited the graves of my
parents. I prayed that prayer Bessie taught me and began to feel
good. I sat on the tailgate of my truck for two or three hours
pondering over the events that had taken place. I had to get this
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all straight in my mind or it would begin to be a problem. So
many good things are happening for the Delaware now. The
tribe is helping its members, and visitors are bringing us valuable information. We all seem to be getting along well. Could
the finding of the bones mean that we were to be together once
again, to carry out a spiritual event in our homeland, to prove
that we have drifted and can come back together for a common
cause? I was so busy trying to reconstruct, to research, to do
things just right, when the meaning was there all the time. We
are their children that have left our home, left our ways, our
values and customs along the trails leading to Oklahoma and
Canada. All the Indian tribes call us the "Grandfathers" because
we are the oldest people, people of peace. I believe there is more
to be learned over the next months concerning the Ellis Island
bones. I will be patient and I know it will all come together.
I have a feeling it is for Peace. Our nations are at unrest, our
tribes are at unrest, and our families are at unrest. The big lesson I have learned is LISTEN. Don't ask why, but listen.
Destiny?

Linda Poolaw is vice president of the Delaware Tribe of Western
Oklahoma.

BY DOUGLAS B. L ENDRESON

CONSULTATION
AND THE
POLICY-MAKING
PROCESS
T

he duty to consult with Indian tribes on proposed regulations and policy changes, which federal law places on the
shoulders of agency officials, is a tough but vitally important
assignment. Serving as the person assigned to actually accomplish the required consultation puts the agency official in the
position of having to explain a proposal he or she didn't write,
may not understand, may not agree with; a proposal that, indeed,
may be neither understandable nor agreeable to anyone. Yet,
the agency official must serve as both the spokesperson and the
expert on the proposal, at least as far as the person who is consulted with is concerned. The extent to which these
circumstances make the consultation process difficult varies,
of course, from proposal to proposal. Obviously, the greater
the impact of the proposed regulations or policy on affected
Indian tribes, the greater the demand will be on all phases of
the consultation process. Whether this process produces satisfactory results depends largely on the success of this ' 'point
person."
The brief discussion in this article is intended to assist the
point person who wants the consultation process to work. First,
a word of caution and a disclaimer. This article is not a legal
analysis of the requirements of the consultation process, nor
is it intended to provide legal advice as to how these requirements may be satisfied. The point person or other interested
readers must consult an attorney to obtain such advice. I have
attempted to offer some common sense suggestions aimed at
enabling the point person to make the consultation process successful and rewarding.
First, recognize that the difficulties involved in the consultation process are, in large part, a reflection of the importance
of that process both to the United States and to Indian tribes.
Consultation is the process by which representatives of these
two sovereign entities discuss proposals that affect vital interests
of both. It is an integral part of the government-to-government
relationship between them; a relationship that has existed since
the first days of the Republic. Today, consultation is the basic
means by which Indian tribes and the United States work out
differences over proposed federal agency policies and regulations. The common interests of Indian tribes and Interior
agencies such as the National Park Service—interests in the
lands, waters, plants, and animals—attach a special importance
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to consultation between these officials and Indian tribes. Agencies, such as the Park Service, and Indian tribes will generally
have a lot to talk about in the consultation process.
The question is, how to make consultation a useful and professionally satisfying part of the job. Surely, most would agree
that consultation can only take place between two parties, each
familiar with the other and both familiar with the proposal before
them. How does one get to this position? I offer three basic principles that may help the point person get there, and like it.
Consultation requires preparation
You might well find it impossible to deal satisfactorily with
your agency without knowing both its structure and where within
that structure the people you must deal with fit. Even if you
could deal effectively without that information, think how much
more effective you would be with it. The same rule holds true
for consultation with Indian tribes. To make the consultation
process work you need to know the tribal government structure of the tribes with whom you are dealing.
Tribal governmental structures vary. Many tribes vest legislative and executive authority in an elected tribal council, and
vest the judicial power in a separate judicial branch. Others operate with separate branches charged with the legislative, executive
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and judicial functions. Some vest all governmental authority in
a tribal council, which itself creates the tribal courts. Still other
tribes operate under a more traditional governmental structure
with governmental authority vested in the religious leaders of
the tribe or in other individuals chosen through a process that
greatly relies on the views of religious leaders and tribal elders.
Just as the form of government varies from tribe to tribe, so
does tribal administration. Often, the tribal council is charged
with the duty of administering the laws of the tribe. Indeed,
in smaller tribes, the tribal council is often intimately involved
in all aspects of the development and administration of tribal
law and policy on the reservation. In other tribes the administration of tribal law is conducted through the Office of the

leaders, and what sort of relationship can you have with them?
These are questions that should be asked and answered as part
of your effort to understand the other government with which
you are dealing.
Equally important is that you acquaint yourself with the tribe's
policy in the areas in which you anticipate consulting with them.
Talk to tribal officials about the issues that have the highest priority for the tribe. What are the tribe's major natural resources
concerns? To what extent is the subsistence lifestyle important
to the tribal economy? What are the geographical and territorial
needs of practitioners of the tribal religion? Are traditional
foods, including those with medicinal value, readily available
or has their scarcity created a problem for tribal leaders?
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Chairman, with the chairman appointing department heads
whose duty it is to oversee the execution of laws enacted by
the council.
As this brief description suggests, each tribal government is
unique. Take time to become familiar with the structure of the
tribes with which you deal regularly. Find out where within
that structure the people with whom you are to deal may be
found. A meeting with the chairman, or an appearance before
the tribal council, in which you present yourself, describe your
agency, your job, and ask and answer questions, can be invaluable. First, such a meeting can go a long way toward establishing
the kind of rapport that will make consultation a rewarding part
of your job and an effective process for the tribe. Second, the
practical information you will gather as a result of this effort
will be tremendously helpful. Vital questions that may be
approached through this process include the following: Who
does the tribe want you to deal with in the consultation process?
Is it the tribal council itself? Department heads? Elders? Which
tribal officials are charged with the responsibility of overseeing fish and game on the reservation? Who oversees timber
management? Who is responsible for water quality? Which committee or what tribal officials have the duty to protect burial
sites from excavation and exploitation, and to protect artifacts
from theft? To what extent are tribal religious leaders involved
in the tribal government, and if they are not, who are those
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Identifying and answering these and other questions will lead
you to another area of inquiry: What has been the prior relationship between your agency and the tribe? You may be able
to build on the prior relationship. Or you may find that it is
a burden. In either event, you will want to know what that relationship has been in the past in order to see where you are
starting from. Certainly you are not responsible for everything
that's happened before you got there, but it is nevertheless
important to understand how that prior relationship may have
affected the tribe's willingness to communicate openly with you.
If the prior relationship was strained, greater sensitivity may
be required of you as the point person. You'll also find that
where things have gone well, you can learn from your predecessor. What did she or he do that made communications easy and
effective?
Once you have this information you'll want to develop a
general approach to consulting with the tribe. This process
should give you confidence that you'll be able to present the
agency proposal to the tribal officials actually responsible for
responding to it. You should also develop the capacity to estimate the impact of agency proposals on the tribe. Know which
areas are of special importance to tribal policymakers; identify
the areas in which greater sensitivity is required; then approach
the tribe with this estimate in mind. You'll find, I think, that
developing a generic process for interacting with tribal officials

will make it much easier to adapt your approach to specific
proposals.
To consult with each other, both parties need to understand
the proposal.
The second principle is that consultation requires a common
understanding of the agency proposal that is the subject of consultation. In your first meeting with tribal officials concerning
the proposal you will want to go over it carefully to explain
what it means to you and your agency. You will also need to
explain the status of the proposal, making clear what flexibility
there is in it. Is it near-final or tentative? You may find, in
preparing for the first meeting, that you need to get questions

answered yourself (perhaps by your lawyer) before you can
meet. You may also find questions coming up at the first meeting that you cannot answer, and that you may have to talk to
others before you respond. When this happens it's a good sign.
It means that you're making an effort to explain the proposal
and to give the tribe the kind of understanding that will permit
consultation to be effective.
Sometimes it's helpful to bring others into this phase of consultation or to use various tools (video tapes are popular today).
But I think that these tools too often are substituted for direct
communication between the people who need to understand each
other for the process to work. Use these other means to supplement the effective communications you develop with your
tribal counterpart, not as a substitute for them.
Explaining the proposal is a hard part of the consultation
process, perhaps the hardest. It's easy at this stage to overstate
the proposal's flexibility in order to soften or avoid the difficulty
of this phase. The greater flexibility you express the more
interest and enthusiasm you will generate from the tribe and
the easier the consultation task will appear. However, the error
of overstating flexibility is that it may create unreasonable expectations on the part of the tribe. If you create these expectations,
then are unable to follow through on them (the inevitable result
of overstatement), you will find that a "consultation deficit"
will begin to accumulate. With each successive failure to meet

the expectations created, the overstater finds himself or herself
more and more desperate for a proposal that can be changed
to meet these expectations. Such a proposal does not exist. Thus,
overstatement is to be avoided, for it will, at the very least,
make consultation a less rewarding part of your job.
Once you've established a common understanding, help the
tribe explore the impact of the proposal on tribal policy by making constructive use of the estimate you prepared prior to your
meeting. Basically, this is the reason why you prepared your
assessment, so don't let the meeting pass without having put
it to the best use possible. Ask questions fleshing out the impact
of the proposal on the tribe. What you are trying to do at this
state is develop a shared understanding of how the proposal actu-

ally will affect the daily life of the tribe and its members.
The need to engage in this part of the process will vary greatly
from proposal to proposal. In some areas, the impact will be
very clear and little discussion will be needed. In other areas,
a lot of discussion may be needed in order to get a full picture
of the impact of the proposal. A common area in which this
understanding is lacking is in the impact of different proposals
on the practice of tribal religion. The impact, for example, of
requiring a tribal religious leader to fill out a form in order to
have access to a certain area might easily be overlooked, as
might the impact of public access on an area vital to certain
religious practices.
Actually consulting
Once you are satisfied that the tribe is familiar with the
proposal and that you understand the impact of the proposal on
the tribe, your role changes. Your task becomes to receive the
views of the tribe. Keep in mind that you're not a tribal policy
maker. That is, don't try to change the views of the tribe or
suggest that other priorities are better suited to their objectives.
Record the tribe's views accurately. Ask questions where you
don't understand what the tribe's position is. Understand that
your questions may be seen as attacking the tribe's position,
and that if you are to avoid confirming this view, you must
demonstrate to the tribe that your interest is as you stated it.
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inter winds tug at prayer feathers tied to a bush by Hopis. They believe that as
the feathers are pulled away they take with them evils that will be replaced with
good. Photo by Suzanne Page (c) 1982 National Geographic Society.

You're now ready for the give and take between you and the
tribe which is actually consultation. In many instances agency
officials and tribal leaders don't get this far. The consultation
process is often derailed, sometimes by default on the part of
one or another party, sometimes by caved-in expectations, and
sometimes by a failure to understand one another. Whatever
the reason, if this happens, you should make an effort to determine why the process failed. This will help you make it more
effective the next time out.
Once give and take has been established, don't miss the opportunity to conduct effective consultations with the tribe. Identify
the common ground as well as the points in the proposal that
cause problems for the tribe. Then, once you've identified the
differences categorize them. Where do these differences arise?
Are they in the process used to accomplish the objective of the
proposal? Or is it the objective of the proposal itself? Perhaps
it is simply that a by-product of the process—often not intended
by the agency—causes problems for the tribe. At this state you'll
need to accurately restate to the tribe the limits of the flexibility within which you're operating. Be up front about how much
flexibility there is in the proposal and about what your impact
is likely to be on the final proposal itself. Simply stated, say
what you can do and what you're willing to do.
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Now you can talk with the tribe about what can be done to
reconcile vital tribal interests with the proposal. This is where
you, and the tribal officials with whom you work, will be
rewarded for your preparation and the foundation you've established. Look at the proposals anew and work together to change
or restructure those parts that caused some conflict. Often,
changing the procedures can help both parties minimize
problems. In other areas, decide what changes can be made so
that the policy doesn't have a bad effect on the tribe. These
communications—person to person, government to
government—are what consultation ought to be about.
Following these rules won't insure that consultation will be
effective each time you try it. Sometimes the proposal simply
isn't acceptable to the tribe in any form and conflict is inevitable. Your task is simply to see that the instances in which this
occurs are instances that reflect true differences in policy over
matters important to both governments, not a failure to communicate or an unwillingness to try to deal with tough problems
person-to-person.
Douglas B. L. Endreson in a partner in the Washington, D. C.,
office ofSonosky, Chambers & Sachse, which specializes in the
representation of Indian tribes and Alaska Native entities.

BY JOCELYN UNNEKIN

GRASS-ROOTS
CULTURAL PRESERVATION
A GARBAGE DUMP ALMOST
DESTROYED A HAWAIIAN HEIAU.
As an ethnographer I have been alternately amused and
chagrined by what is presented to tourists as Hawaiian culture.
The airlines and the visitor industry pepper their ads with images
of scantily clad women, exotic flowers, and sunlit beaches.
Arriving tour groups are greeted by part-Hawaiian youths
dressed in ersatz warrior cloaks. Most tourists remain unaware
that most of the tropical flowers and fruits we consider quintessentially Hawaiian—from plumeria to pineapple—re foreign
introductions. Economists and politicians talk about the necessity of offering other, more authentic experiences of Hawai'i
as an alternative to Waikiki's plastic imagery, but there are still
few coordinated efforts to educate tourists about the native Polynesian culture of these islands.
Since the Hawaiian renaissance of the 1970s, Hawaiians and
non-Hawaiians alike have been concerned with presenting the
indigenous culture more accurately. But for all the interest in
traditional crafts, the ancient hula, and the Hawaiian language,
the material remains of the ancient society have been largely
neglected. Thousands of taro terraces and religious temples
(heiau) dot the islands—monuments to the sophisticated
engineering and stonework skills of the Hawaiians. A few notable monuments, such as the Wahaula Heiau and the City of
Refuge at Honaunau on Hawai'i island, are federally maintained.
In many ways these illustrate the ideal: historic sites that have
not only been preserved, but restored and interpreted for the
public. Wahaula and Honaunau are the exception, however.

Most archaeological sites are under State jurisdiction and the
State has far less money available for historic preservation, and
too many sites to keep track of. All over the islands, archeological features lie crumbling in people's backyards or, in the
case of the Pahukini Heiau in Kailua, in the middle of Honolulu's main garbage dump.
Recent efforts to clean up the Pahukini Heiau—a major sacrificial temple—illustrate what can be done with community
support, good publicity, and little money. Clearing this site was
a project of the O'ahu Heritage Council, a coalition of local
groups concerned with historic preservation and underwritten
by the Historic Hawai'i Foundation. Pahukini is under the jurisdiction of the City and County of Honolulu, which has no
concerted archeological program. But once presented with a
proposal for clearing and maintaining the heiau, the City gave
wholehearted support to our efforts.
The O'ahu Heritage Council chose Pahukini as our first public
education project because its location and condition—overgrown
with dense brush in the middle of the municipal landfill—
graphically symbolized the neglect of many Hawaiian historic
places. Similar in design to Tahitian temples or marae, Pahukini is a stone enclosure about 120 by 180 feet. It is believed
to be a luakini temple where ruling chiefs offered sacrifices to
legitimize their authority. Pahukini sits on a natural promontory with a panoramic view of the ocean and the Kawainui
Marsh, which was once a rich expanse of fishponds and taro
patches. Hawaiian legend holds that it was built by a high chief
at the beginning of the 12th century. But it was customary for
successive chiefs to reconstruct heiau, and we do not know the

I he seaward wall of the heiau is cleared of brush. Photo by Nanette Purnell.
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actual age of the existing structure. The name Pahukini means
"40,000 drums" or "innumerable drums," referring to the
beating of drums at certain ritual moments to signal the god's
presence.
Pahukini first suffered major damage in the 1950s, when
quarrying operations carved away huge portions of the hill on
which it stood. At one point the heiau perched precipitously
atop an excavated cliff, and one wall partially collapsed when
a bulldozer cut to the very base of the structure. In 1972 the
heiau was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.
That same year the surrounding area was opened as the main
garbage dump for Honolulu. Eventually the excavation in front
of the heiau was filled in with soil and garbage, and, as dumping moved further away, a fence was erected around the site
to discourage vandals. Grass was planted on the new hill to curtail erosion, but the soil continues to subside, leaving cracks
from which methane fumes escape.
To educate the community about Pahukini's plight, we
produced a slide show detailing its history and cultural significance, and scheduled several free showings. We also
prepared an educational pamphlet for distribution to local
libraries and community groups. As a follow-up to the slide
showings, we scheduled a tour of the heiau. One of our
organizers, Denby Fawcett, is a well-known local journalist.
Thanks to her efforts we had substantial advance publicity in
newspapers and on local television. To our astonishment, eighty
people showed up to tour Pahukini Heiau, and from this turnout we developed our initial mailing list of potential community
volunteers.
Our immediate goal was to see the heiau cleared of the dense
growth of alien trees and weeds that obscured its features. Two
archeologists on our committee, Earl Neller of the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, and Paul Cleghorn of the Bishop Museum,
had volunteered to map the site. We then hoped to recruit a
group to "adopt" Pahukini and accept responsibility for longterm maintenance. We organized two community clean-up days,
and received television coverage from all three local network
affiliates on both occasions. Nearly eighty workers—including
a city councilman and the executive director of the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs—attacked the brush with machetes, clippers,
and weed whackers. Stone walls, platforms, and other features
that we never knew existed began to emerge as the weeds were
removed. In between our visits, offerings mysteriously appeared
on the heiau wallsflower leis, a large hammerhead shark, a
coconut-leaf basket. And a local groupthe Lani-Kailua Business
and Professional Women's Clubstepped forward to offer its
help.
Although community volunteers put a sizable dent in the brush
covering Pahukini, the bulk of the heavy labor was performed
by a crew of prisoners—most of whom were Hawaiian—from
the O'ahu Community Correctional Center. The prison work
crew spent three weeks at the site, with numerous Kailua civic
groups and businesses providing lunches for them. Lunch was
particularly lively when the prisoners were feted by the Kailua
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Senior Citizens. It was mutual aloha at first sight, with the
seniors providing ukulele music and pulling the prisoners up
to join in the hula. The prisoners received personal letters of
thanks from the city, and left a secret offering of their own
cached somewhere in the heiau wall.
Two prospective parents are completing negotiations with the
city to adopt Pahukini jointly—the Lani-Kailua Business and
Professional Women's Club will provide the organization for
future maintenance, and Ameron HC&D, which manages the
adjacent quarry, will provide labor and equipment. These groups
will oversee landscaping the hill around Pahukini with native
plants; another local group has offered to assist with landscape
design and donations of plants. Restoration and excavation are
other possibilities for the future.
In the ideal world, government agencies would allocate
unlimited funds to preserving historic sites such as Pahukini.
In the real world, they do not. The Pahukini project demonstrates how, with a little organization, a community can take
charge of its own cultural resources. While I recognize the scholarly significance of Pahukini, as a cultural anthropologist I am
even more concerned with the payoff in human relations this
project has for those of us who live in Hawai'i today. For the
Hawaiian participants, the Pahukini clean-up has been a way
to rescue a monument of their own authentic cultural past. For
the rest of us, the project has been a way to demonstrate our
respect and admiration for the indigenous culture of these
islands.

Jocelyn Linnekin is Assistant Professor of Anthropology, University of Hawaii.
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NAVAJO BEAD STANDS, from page 19
sumer, rather than through the owner of a trading post or a gift
shop. In many cases, the profits made from a bead stand during the tourist season may be the only cash income that a family
will have to sustain itself throughout the year.
The kind of jewelry sold bears little relation to the stunning
silver jewelry seen in the museums of the area. Navajo bead
stand operators say that the cedar seeds used in their jewelry
were strung together as necklaces before their ancestors learned
the art of silversmithing in the 19th century. Otherwise, their
materials are imported from countries as diverse as Austria,
Italy, Japan, and Hong Kong. They are purchased from local
trading posts, stores in reservation border towns, or from traveling vendors.
Beads stands are extremely popular with tourists who travel
through the reservation. Although what is sold is non-traditional,
the tourist who makes a purchase feels that he or she has had
a chance to communicate directly with an Indian person. The
bead stand provides a gateway to Navajo culture, an easy way
to communicate with members from a different society. Tourists
also are happy to be able to purchase an item which is both
Indian-made and affordable, generally spending well under $5
for a necklace, even less for a bracelet or earrings. The same
cannot be said of the silver jewelry and native rugs sold through
"licensed" outlets, items which are simply too costly to be
included in a vacation budget.
Although the merchandise sold at bead stands has been
described in literature available at some of the national parks
as not representing "traditional Native American crafts," this
is certainly not the first time, nor probably the last, that such
negative comments will be made about non-traditional objects
manufactured and sold by Indian people. One has only to look
back at some of the jewelry manufactured by Indians in the
1950s, jewelry that was made out of plastic cut from old phonograph records. This same jewelry now commands a high price
among collectors of Indian artifacts.
Ethnographers have traditionally viewed the Navajo as

"incorporative." As Vogt (1961) has defined this concept:
"...elements from other cultures are incorporated into Navajo
culture in such a way that the cultural framework of the institutional core.. .is maintained, and the borrowed elements are fitted
into place in terms of the pre-existing patterns." In the case
of the bead stands, the Navajos have modified the form of their
merchandise and its marketing to coincide with the economic
realities of the 1980s. Besides fitting into the pre-existing patterns of commerce with tourists, the merchandise fills a variety
of other social and economic functions. Economically, it provides income to reservation people, especially women. Socially,
it makes it possible for tourists directly to make contact with
Indian people, as well as to return home with an affordable souvenir of the area. Finally, the bead stands can be seen as
international loops. Materials produced in Europe and Asia are
turned into popular, non-traditional Indian crafts by Navajo
women, who in turn sell them to tourists from Europe and Asiaas
well as to people from other parts of the world.
The immediate catalyst for this whole socio-economic
endeavor is the movement of tourists through the area as a result
of its proximity to national parks and recreation centers. This
should draw the Service's attention to the fact that tourists often
form a bridge between our national parks and the peoples native
to the area in which such public lands are located. Realizing
the visitor's strong interest in communicating with members of
a different culture in a personal non-exploitative way, there
should be closer ties established between the Service and its
Native neighbors. This would not only better satisfy visitors
to the parks but would also provide local Native peoples the
opportunity to meet their own economic goals as they define
them. Furthermore, such a relationship would considerably
strengthen the Service's own interpretive program

Louisa R. Stark, Ph.D., is a professor with the Department of
Anthropology, Arizona State University.
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BY MURIEL CRESPI

Native
American
Relationships
Policy—
AN EVOLVING SCRIPT

P

ublication of the final Native American Relationships
Policy in September 1987 capped a ten-year effort to formulate Servicewide approaches to Native peoples. Several
internal and external factors prompted the policy. External ones
included the 1970s ground-swell of ethnic and civil rights concerns seen partly in the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act and in California's 1976 legislation to protect sacred Native
American sites. These, coupled with the 1969 National Environmental Policy Act and its regulations requiring Native American
consultations, and active congressional interest in a bill that
would become the 1978 American Indian Religious Freedom
Act, struck responsive notes.
As a major conservation and preservation agency, one concerned with interpreting Native cultures, the Service often
becomes the custodian of natural and cultural resources that
Native Americans once used or controlled, and sometimes still
Muse either materially or in a spiritual sense to ensure their
cultural survival. Natural resources may support a subsistence
lifeway and all it implies for family and community organization; natural places or sites and structures often are pivotal
features of religious belief systems or otherwise anchor an
individual's and group's ethnic identity. Legislated access to
some park resources and cooperative relationships between
management and local peoples have involved some parks with
Native communities for decades, and the Southwest Region's
former Indian Assistance Program established close relationships with numerous communities. Still, in 1977, with Service
concerns about Native issues mounting, especially in the
Western and Southwestern regions, the Director called for field
suggestions about the protection and use of cultural resources
that Native Americans value, and NPS manages.
Most suggestions favored bringing Native Americans into the
planning process, establishing cooperative ties to local native
organizations, and formulating Servicewide policies. Although
some people feared that Service regulations might be weakened
while land claims would be strengthened, clear support for
action led WASO anthropology to work with the field to pre-
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L-iucy Lewis decorating Acoma pottery. Photo by Stephen Trimble.

pare a policy that emphasized informed awareness of Native
American cultures, and consultation with Native Americans,
when Service actions affect Native American sites or other
interests. Because the 1978 revised Management Policies were
already in press the document was issued in February 1978 as
a Special Directive, number 78-1, Policy Guidelines for Native
American Cultural Resources Management.
No sooner was the policy adopted when, partly in anticipation of congressional action and new compliance measures, the
then-existing NPS Policy Council recommended creation of a
task force of regional and WASO representatives to review existing relationships and develop a more comprehensive policy for
later inclusion in the Management Policies and draft related
guidelines. By June the task force completed its work and recommended policy language and actions. Soon after, in August
1978, Congress passed the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act. Congress also gave agencies a year to review their Native

American policies in consultation with traditional leaders and
determine the changes needed to ensure Native religious rights
and practices.
WASO Anthropology and the Policy Office followed through
on the task force initiative, preparing drafts and revising them
from 1978 until 1982. Creating a comprehensive document that
was responsive to the Service's internal interests yet also
reflected Native concerns and was consistent with state and federal legislative thrusts was a task fit for Hercules. Service
concerns demanded attention—concerns about consumptive use
for sacred or subsistence needs, new limits on park decisionmaking, restrictions on archeological studies, prolonged park
encampments or residence, claims against Service resources,
and, as some viewed it, weighing culture against science. Wide
ranging views among Service employees heightened the
challenge of negotiating a balance or compromise among internal
interests, within the context of external concerns.
In 1982 the Policy Council agreed to a version of the policy
for publication in the Federal Register, and from late 1982 until
mid-1983 other agencies and about 18 Native American groups
commented on it. Analysis of comments in mid-1985 showed
them pressing for more evidence of good-faith consultations for
planning, interpretation, curation, and study purposes; and for
consultations with a broader range of people than represented
by tribal councils. Some called for ethnographic studies of traditions to ground the NPS data base in empirical work in which
Native Americans participate. Some sought greater sharing of
information about proposed actions. Several stated that religious
beliefs about human remains were constitutionally protected and
could not be judged as less important than scientific studies of
human remains. Differences between Native and non-Native
perceptions of sacredness, and of the factors essential to the
integrity of religious belief systems were evident. With the
Directorate's concurrence, a revised draft was published in Janu-

A

ary 1987 and, with minor modifications, the final version
followed in September, 1987.
The policy represents a decisive pioneering step that proudly
distinguishes the Service from its sister bureaus in Interior and,
for that matter, from most other executive branches. It reflects
the spirit of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act and
it speaks to pragmatic compliance requirements for consultation under the National Environmental Policy Act, the
Archeological Resources Protection Act, and Advisory Council regulations. It covers Native Americans, particularly
American Indians, Eskimo, Aleut, and Native Americans of the
Pacific Islands and, without overturning regulations, it exhorts
managers to use all available options and discretionary authorities to respond to concerns of Native Americans with ancestral
ties to Service resources. Decision-making based on knowledge
of and respect for Native cultural systems is a major point.
Another is development of a systematic database on contemporary park-associated Native Americans and the resources they
value. Early consultations when planning, management, and
operations affect the interests of park-associated groups, and
communication of planning decisions, are other emphases.
Despite years of preparing and revising drafts, probably not
everyone is as happy with the final results as they would have
been if only they alone had crafted the policy. At least some
of these concerns will be addressed over the next few years as
we begin to track and record field experiences with implementation, identify provisions that require clarification, and work
with a task force to prepare guidelines, and eventually, a second
generation policy. Meanwhile, crucial steps towards furthering mutually rewarding dialogues have been taken.

Muriel Crespi, Ph.D., is a cultural anthropologist with WASO's
Anthropology Division.

coma seed jars painted by Rebecca Lucario (Wheelwright Museum Shop). Photo by
Stephen Trimble.
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BY VICTOR MASAYESVA, JR.

RAIN-BIRDA STUDY IN HOPI LOGIC

I

was asked to explain,
wanted to photograph a special image I had worked with
before, so I planned my schedule: first, small chores, then at
least half a day for myself. All day I photographed these violent images and left pretty tired and irritated: not the best light,
clumsiness, wrong film exposures...
On the way home, the light falling in the evening time, I
stopped in the canyon to check the horses' water tank. Stepping through the gate I found this partially finished, partially
eroded sparrow-hawk. I recognized him, or it, for I had fished
it out of the tank earlier that year in Kwiya-muyow, when it
was very dry and windy. During that time he must have come
there for water, blown there by the wind and drowned.
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Through the same logic, the grasshopper invited himself to
a sitting, wanting to narrate the sequence of pictures by rasping in the Palo Verde, then falling into my title. And of course,
the book title found its' way home. Thank you Mera.
I understand making rain is as involved.

It was that same sparrow-hawk that lay there. I manipulated
it, so I could photograph it: a race between my need to record
the feeling and the sun going down. I exposed one roll and
returned the hawk to the ground, then went home. Almost. I
returned and wrapped up the hawk in tissue paper, thinking I
could choose an ideal light situation to record it in.
Returning to Tucson, I checked my hawk and found the head
had been lost in transit, but one wing remained. That made my
roll of film precious, which I immediately bungled by slipping
the film into the wrong chemical, before catching my error and
making a hasty adjustment. One frame was acceptable from this
roll, although there was fogging on the edges.
I thought I was finished but then felt compelled to photograph
the remaining, fragile wing with extreme difficulty: the wind
blew, light changed, days changed. Frustrated, I turned to photographing regular feathers in place of the wing. These became
satisfying images and kept me calm in the midst of whatever
was going on, for I knew I had to bury the wing soon!
Then I lost the wing. And how to bury him now obsessed
me. I went through rolls of film, experimenting with photographic illusion and symbolic imagery to bury him. After several
months of searching I found a combination of feather and fire:
a burial, a kind of freedom—his and mine.

Victor Masayesva, Jr., grew up on the Hopi Indian Reservation in Arizona where he was raised on a farm in the manner
of traditional Hopi families. Tlien he made the transition to New
York City, followed by Princeton University, where he
experienced cosmopolitan life, in the manner of traditional city
folks. Presently he is brewing these experiences in his chosen
mediums of photography and video on the reservation, where
he is Chief of IS Productions, a small video tribe.
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PARK BRIEFS

E

arly in the
celebration of the

U.S. Constitution's
bicentennial, the interpretive
staff at Independence National
Historical Park recognized the
need for an accurate depiction
of the Constitutional
Convention. Thanks to a
generous donation by three
local chapters of the Daughters
of the American Revolution
(DAR), this problem has been
resolved.
Using DAR funds, park staff
arranged the commission of a
4 ' x 6' Louis Glanzman
painting entitled "Signing of
the Constitution." Unveiled at
the park visitor center, the
painting represents the
culmination of years of
research. Even so, there were
decisions to be made before the
artist could begin to paint. The
DAR wanted portraits of the
men who signed the
Constitution. The NPS leaned
toward portraying the actual
event. But on the historic
occasion, there were three
delegates present who refused
to sign, and one signer not in
attendance that day. Perhaps in
the spirit of the convention
itself, each of the parties
involved in creating the
painting compromised by
including all 42 of the men
who were in the Assembly
Room.

special celebration
A occurred
recently

along the banks of the Upper
Delaware River. The Delaware
Aqueduct, built in 1848 by
John Roebling, later creator of
the Brooklyn Bridge, was
reopened to vehicle traffic after
nearly eight years. Part of the
Upper Delaware Scenic and
Recreational River, the
historic structure was
purchased by the National Park
Service in 1980, at which time
a major restoration program
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When park staff
commissioned Glanzman, they
knew they were selecting a
particular artistic style.
Glanzman paints historical
figures and events with
realism, adding human touches
that the 20th-century viewer
can easily relate to—no
demi-gods here. James
Madison, awaiting his turn to
sign, sharpens a quill pen;

Rufus King leans against a
tilted Windsor chair, and John
Langdon is pictured with a
hole in the sole of his shoe.
Because of its up-to-date
accuracy, the painting promises
to become an often used view
of a pivotal event in history.
Park staff recognize, however,
that as new information is
discovered about the room and
the signers, this painting, too,

will take its place in the
continuum of such paintings as
the one by Howard Chandler
Christy that hangs in the U.S.
Capitoland will come to reflect
what 20th-century historians
knew about the setting and
about the event, as well as how
the nation viewed it.
Kathleen L. Dilonardo

began. The structure originally
carried canalboats loaded with
coal across the Delaware
River, as part of the 108-mile
Delaware and Hudson Canal.
After 50 years of service, the
Aqueduct became a privately
owned toll bridge for the next
80 years.
On June 13 of this year,
local communities in New
York and Pennsylvania joined
with the National Park Service
to host a day of special
celebration. Congressmen

Joseph P. McDade of
Pennsylvania and Benjamin A.
Gilman of New York, along
with Mid-Atlantic Regional
Director Jim Coleman and
others, cut the traditional
ribbon at the midpoint of the
bridge. Throughout the
afternoon visitors and local
residents enjoyed special
exhibits by local historical
organizations, musical
entertainment, historic canal
film footage and interpretive
talks. As the day ended, some

1,500 people had participated
in the commemoration of a
small but significant chapter in
America's history, having
witnessed the culminating
efforts of the National Park
Service to restore, interpret,
and preserve the oldest wire
suspension bridge in the
country.
John T. Hutzky

of people
A number
set in motion the

chain of events that led to S.J.
Resolution 402 of the 99th
Congress, designating July 2
and 3, 1987, as the United
States-Canada Days of Peace
and Friendship. The result of
the resolution that instructed
the people of the United States
to "...observe such days with
appropriate ceremonies and
activities," was an all-star cast
and a mix of business and
pleasure at Glacier National
Park. In attendance were
Director Bill Mott and his
counterpart Jim Collinson,
Assistant Deputy Minister,
Environment Canada, as well
as Lorraine Mintzmyer,
Canadian Regional Director of
the Western Region Steve Kun,
Denver Service Center
Manager Gerry Patten and
others.
When all of these people got
together, they shared good

seven field
After
seasons, the

archeological site suvey at
Wupatki National Monument
has been completed. The
result? Location and mapping
of 2,672 prehistoric and
historic sites, more than triple
the originally estimated 800
sites within the monument.
Sites ranged from prehistoric
pithouse villages, farming

ual career couple
Deb and Paul

D

Pfenninger were transferring
from Cuyahoga Valley NRA to
Carlsbad Caverns NP when
Buttercup, their fourteen-yearold cat, slipped away at
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
NHS. Six hours of frantic
searching failed to produce
even a trace of a whisker. The
Pfenningers had to leave, but
the park staff continued their
search.

times and a lot of hard work.
Summarized, the Americans
and Canadians agreed to work
toward accomplishing the
following goals: (1) to work
separately and jointly toward
the fulfillment of the
International Peace Park as a
resource of magnificent longterm value to both countries
and to all cultures; (2) to make
Waterton-Glacier the
international link in the
spectacular chain of wildlands
from Yellowstone through
Glacier, Waterton and Banff to
Jasper National Park, and to
work with interested parties to
bring this route to reality; (3)
to work jointly within their
respective governments to
modify the boundary marking
program between Waterton and
Glacier; (4) to work within
their respective governments in
considering a reciprocal
entrance fee for WatertonGlacier International Peace

Park; (5) to continue to
emphasize and develop
opportunities for personnel
exchanges, joint meetings, and
joint training opportunities
between Waterton and Glacier;
(6) to work with their
respective Customs and
Immigration programs to
emphasize the international
nature of the park; and (7) to
pursue all possible ways in
which Glacier and Waterton
can effectively share their
research efforts and develop
common data bases.
Meetings concluded, the
group proceeded from Many
Glacier to the Belly River
Campground in Waterton Lakes
National Park where members
of the Blackfeet and Blood
Indian tribes had set up an
encampment. The ceremony,
appropriate to the occasion,
was the smoking of a peace
pipe among Mott, Collinson,
Keller, and tribal elders. At the

system stone alignments and
multi-level pueblos, to more
recent Navajo hogans and
corrals. Projectile points,
• complete ceramic vessels, stone
hoes and grinding stones
represent some of the artifacts
recovered.
One outgrowth of the survey
has been a stabilization
assessment conducted by a nonPark Service archeologist. The

results of the assessment were
converted into a software
program enabling managers to
prioritize stabilization work.
The Soft-Rom computer
company in Flagstaff prepared
the software on a forms
database program called "JustDo-It." The software package
costs approximately $79, and
includes program
documentation. The MS-Dos

completion of the peace pipe
smoking ceremony, Indian
names were bestowed upon the
three men by the elders.
Director Mott seemed pleased
to receive the name of "White
Swan" (Xikomahkaii, meaning
"bright, white, big bird").
Cathy Lusk

program can be converted to
ASCII text and used with
compiler programs such as
ORACLE. For more
information, contact Steve
Cinnamon, Wupatki National
Monument, at 602/527-7040 or
FTS 765-7040.

One week later, a slimmeddown Buttercup reappeared at
the park. He spent an
additional week with Ranger
Denise Vickers while
arrangements were made to fly
him to his new home. The staff
at Lincoln Birthplace and the
Pfenningers were all pleased
with the outcome of this
unusual case of Lost and
Found.
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NPS PEOPLE
NEWS
Ronald N. Wrye, who began his
NPS career in the Washington
metropolitan area 26 years ago,
returns as NCR's deputy regional
director, following a one-year
assignment as superintendent of
Shenandoah NP. He succeeds Robert
Stanton, appointed associate director
of the National Park Service last
June.
Ron brings to this post a valuable
and varied record of Park Service
experience," said Manus J. Fish,
National Capital Region director. "In
his Park Service career, he has
served in a variety of positions that
have earned him a reputation as an
excellent administrator and manager.
We are delighted that he is returning
to the Park Service region where he
began his career in 1961."

John D. Neal, superintendent of
George Rogers Clark NHP, has been
named superintendent of George
Washington Carver NM.
"In deciding on whether to apply
for a position, my decision has
always been based on the quality of
the job itself," Neal said. "The
superintendency of the Carver
monument is one of those positions.
It tells the story of a unique man, in
a very attractive setting, and it has a
reputation for receiving strong
support from the community, and for
having an excellent staff."

An Omaha native who began her
NPS career in 1968 as a student
aid/clerk-typist will return to
Nebraska to serve as superintendent
of Scotts Bluff NM. JoAnn Kyral's
promotion from the superintendency
of Fort Smith NHS to Scotts Bluff
was announced by Midwest Regional
Director Don Castleberry. When
informed of her selection, Ms. Kyral
said, "It will be great to be back in
the Midwest region and working in
my home state. I look forward to
being in another developing park as I
have found these areas to be most
challenging and rewarding."
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AWARDS

Richard Bennett
Richard L. Bennett received the
U.S. Department of the Interior's
Handicapped Employee of the Year
Award during the department's
annual Honors Award Convocation in
Washington, D.C. Bennett is a
program systems specialist in the
Midwest Regional Office where he is
responsible for a computer system for
which he develops and writes new
programs. His struggle began during
the polio epidemic of 1954, when, at
age 7, he was stricken with 100
percent paralysis of his left arm and
90 percent paralysis of his right. A
co-worker said that instead of
developing a negative attitude toward
life following his polio attack,
Bennett obviously viewed his
disability as something that drastically
changed his life, but was not going to
deprive him of anything he wanted to
do.

Margaret Wilson has received
recognition in the form of a Superior
Service Award for her varied accomplishments as chief, Branch of
Employee/Labor Relations, Training,
and Personnel Management Evaluation, Western Region. She joined the
federal government in 1958, working
for the Soil Conservation Service as a
GS-3 clerk-typist. Advancing through
several other agencies, she came to
the National Park Service, Western
Region, in 1967. Her ability to deal
tactfully with a variety of extremely
sensitive, complex issues was cited as

one of several reasons for her
superior service award, as well as her
successful implementation of the
revised NPS performance appraisal
system and the performance management and recognition system in the
region.

Dr. Ernest A. Connally has been
decorated by the Government of
France in recognition of his
professional standing and broad
activities in the conservation of the
architectural heritage. At a reception
in the residence of the French
Embassy on October 11, Ambassador
Emmanuel de Margerie invested him
as Officer dans I 'Ordre des Arts et
des Lettres.

Carol Lewis, a concessions
assistant in the Alaska Regional
Office, had a smile on her face as
she received a $500 scholarship at the
annual Anchorage Federal Executive
Association/Federal Women's
Program Committee picnic. This
year's four scholarships were
awarded to permanent Anchorage
federal employees who require formal
education in order to advance in the
workforce. For more information
about the Federal Women's Program
(FWP) and the services they offer
contact your local or regional FWP
representative.

On September 30, 1986, Great
Smokies park ranger J. R. Buchanan
joined the Knoxville FBI SWAT team
on a plane to Wright City, Missouri,
to assist in the manhunt for a known
murderer, Michael Wayne Jackson.
One year later to the day, J. R. flew
to Washington, D . C , to receive the
Department of the Interior's Valor
Award from Secretary Hodel for risking his life in the protection of
others.
This award crowns a 30-year career
at the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park for Buchanan, where
he is known as one of the area's
finest trackers. Over the years he has
honed the art of visual tracking and

has shared his expertise through
teaching others, including members of
the Knoxville FBI SWAT team.
Secretary Hodel presented awards
to a number of other individuals during this year's honor awards
convocation. Distinguished Service
Awards went to William J. Briggle,
James L. Isenogle, Charles R.
Rinaldi, and Robert G. Stanton.
Valor Awards were presented to
William Briggs, Peter Dalton,
Richard A. DeRiso, and Stephen
Underwood. Recipients of the Conservation Service Awards are as
follows: Emma Pitcher, F. Blair
Reeves, Charles van Ravenswaay,
and Fred Wendorf. This year's Public Service Awards went to Jack
Eckerd; J. Timothy and Genevieve
Keller; Conrad, Daniel, and Everett
Lundgren; Frederick Doveton
Nichols; David Thompson; and the
Peabody Coal Company.

George Stephen
Director Mott has cited George
Stephen and Rolf Diamant for their
outstanding work through the Annual
Design Awards Program. Stephen,
North Atlantic Regional architect,
received merit awards for both kiosk
design and miscellaneous graphics.
The kiosks were originally developed
for NAR use, but proved popular
enough to be built throughout the
country. Stephen's graphic
submissions dealt with Boston NHP's
Bicentennial exhibit, a Women's
Rights Trail book and the NAR logo.
Diamant, a NAR landscape
architect, received his award for the
Boston African American NHS
(BOAF) General Management Plan

(in the planning/interpretation
category). The BOAF planning
process was structured around a
series of traveling exhibits on the
social history of this 19th-century,
free Afro-American, Beacon Hill
(Boston) community. Former site
manager Dorothea Powell, NAR
historian Dwight Pitcaithley and
graphics designer Carolyn Saltonstall
were principle project participants.

DEATHS
Anthony J. Lucero, 66, died on
September 20 in Sparks, MD, following a series of strokes. He worked 25
years with the National Park Service,
mostly as a historian with
NCP-Central, where he began his
career in 1957 at Ford's Theatre.
Born in Taos, NM, Tony served in
the China-Burma theater during
WWII. Before the war, he was with
the horse cavalry of the New Mexico
National Guard. He taught Spanish
for the Department of State prior to
his NPS career.
Tony is survived by his wife,
Mary, his mother, and a niece.

Leland F. Ramsdell, 78, died of
cancer at his home in Columbia,
MD, on September 29. Ramsdell was
a personnel classifier for the Wisconsin state government before moving
to Washington. He began his Park
Service career in 1950 as a personnel
officer, later transferring to the old
Region I office in Richmond as an
assistant regional director. He retired
in 1970. Ramsdell is survived by his
wife, Marjorie, of 7128 Lasting Light
Way, Columbia, MD 21045, a son, a
daughter, and four sisters.

Harold S. Anderson, 92, who at
one time worked directly for Thomas
A. Edison, died of heart failure
October 5. A 1917 graduate of Harvard University, Anderson served as
manager of marketing in the disc
record department of the Edison
Company in West Orange, reporting
directly to Edison for a year and a
half. He held the position until the

company closed in 1930. He came to
the National Park Service in 1956,
serving as assistant curator of the
Edison Museum through 1969, and
then as a consultant to the museum
through 1973.
Anderson is survived by his wife,
Dorothy, three sons, 16 grandchildren, and 14 great-grandchildren.

•
Melvin J. Thorpe, a former
superintendent of Fort Necessity NB,
passed away in Clearwater, FL, September 23. He is survived by his
wife, Beulah, 110 Mercury Avenue,
Clearwater, FL, 33575. Thorpe
began his career in 1939 as caretaker
of Fort Necessity while the then twoacre site was administered by Gettysburg NMP. He served as ranger
during the 1940s and was promoted
to superintendent in 1950, serving in
that capacity until his retirement
in 1969.
•
Charles E. Arnold, 81, passed
away on August 21 in Green Valley,
Arizona, following a long illness. He
retired from the Park Service as
chief, Office of Quarters, Permits and
Appraisals in 1976. After his retirement he joined Century 21 Sheldon
Realty and was a member of the Century 21 Million Dollar Club. An avid
golfer, he often participated in golfing events held biennially by NPS
retirees. He also was a life member
of E&AA. Chuck is survived by his
wife, Virginia, of 131 Montana Jack,
Green Valley Arizona 85614; eight
children; two brothers; one sister;
and 16 grandchildren. Donations in
his memory may be made to the
University of Arizona Cancer
Research Center.

James T. Budge, 88, a native of
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and retired
NPS employee, died August 31.
Budge's first permanent NPS assignment came in 1939. he served in Big
Bend and Mesa Verde NPs, retiring
from Mesa Verde in 1961. He and
his wife, Viola, celebrated their 65th
anniversary in May. Condolances
may be sent to Viola Budge at Box
616, Jackson, Wyoming 83001. Jim
Budge also is survived by two sons.
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E& A A
MEMBER

NEWS

The McLaren family enjoyed life
as national park rangers. Fred D.
McLaren, the patriarch of the McLaren family, was born in Lyons,
Colorado, on February 5, 1892. He
married Iva Montgomery on August
3, 1919, and they had six children,
three boys and three girls. Three of
them, like their father, expressed
their devotion to National Park Service ideals by serving as rangers.
Fred's Park Service career began
on March 18, 1921, as a park ranger
in Rocky Mountain NP. Including
Fred's time on the job, the McLaren
clan together has given a total of 150
years of service to the national parks.
Fred recalls that when he entered
the Service in Rocky Mountain there
was no employee housing and the
family lived in a tent near Twin
Owls. On April 8 a heavy snow fell,
keeping him busy trying to dig out
from under four feet of snow. In
May he was sent to Fort Logan to
pick up some trucks that the park
received from Army surplus. As luck
would have it, the three Packard
trucks were inoperable. Only the
small GMC truck worked. After a lot
of hard work, however, Fred had all
the trucks in good working condition
for on their way to the park.
In October Rocky Mountain
Superintendent L. Claude Way was
replaced by Roger Toll. Way asked
Fred to return to his ranch, near
Mamouth, AZ, with him. Fred indicated that he was pleased to help his
former boss get settled but that he
wished to remain In the National Park
Service.
When Fred's son, Doug, retired
October 16, 1967, as district ranger
in Grand Teton NP, the McLaren
chapter of the National Park Service
ended. Of course, the clan still gets
together from time to time. They met
February 5, 1987, at Poulsbo,
Washington, to celebrate the joyful
occasion of Fred's 95th birthday.
E&AA is proud to boast that the
four former rangers of the McLaren
clan are all members in good standing of the association, and that all are
listed in the 1987 Alumni Directory.
Fred lives at 21088 Little Valley
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Road, NE, Poulsbo, WA 98370;
Richard (Dick) lives at 3159 E. Palo
Alto, Fresno, CA 93710; Bert and
Shirley live on Moraine Route, Estes
Park, CO 80517; Doug and Polly can
be reached at P.O. Box 3559, Jackson, WY 83001.

Gary and Diana Cummins and
their sons, Gavin and Corby, asked
E&AA to express their heartfelt
thanks for all the support and
encouragement they recently received
from throughout the Park Service.
Although nothing can ever replace
their little son, Patrick, the cards and
letters they received have done much
to help them through this difficult
time. It hasTeaffirmed Gary's pride
in the organization. The Cummins
family wishes to say "God bless you
all!"
The Cummins home address is 13907
Avenida del Charro, El Cajon, CA
92021.

Jim (Rocky) and Rowena Richardson keep busy on their Monroe,
Washington, ranch. Rocky is building
a fullblood beef herd of French
Limousin cattle and is also constructing a small trout fishing lake on their
property. As he says, "there is
always lots to do on a 60-acre parcel
of land." E&AA notes that Rocky
also stays busy recruiting E&AA
alumni in the Pacific Northwest.
Rowena has started her 37th year
in the public school system. In fact,
this year marks her 12th as a school
principal. She has taught in five
states and two national parks. The
Richardsons are life members of the
E&AA. They reside at 14630 Highbridge Road, Monroe, Washington
98272. Their phone number is
206/794-6804.

Gil Wenger remembers becoming
well acquainted with Western author
Louis L'Amour while serving as park
archeologist at Mesa Verde NP. On
one occasion L'Amour spoke to the
park's seasonal and permanent park

staff, describing his technique for
becoming personally acquainted with
the setting he chooses to use before
he writes a book. He studies the local
terrain, geographic features and local
biology, making an effort to learn the
local history because he takes special
pride in accuracy.
At one time, L'Amour worked in
the old Katherine Mine, now part of
the lower Lake Mohave portion of
Lake Mead, a fact interesting to Gil
since he served as district ranger at
Katherine during his early career.
L'Amour has written more than 120
books. He is a strong supporter of
the National Park Service.

BUSINESS

NEWS

What's Cooking in our National
Parks continues to be a big money
maker for the Education Trust Fund,
administered by E&AA. Cookbook
Publishers, Inc., recently sent the
E&AA a check for $459.20,
representing the sale of 1,148 copies
of the book for the period May
through July 1987. Western Region
employees and alumni first collected
this choice collection of recipes in
1973. In the 14 years since the
project was begun by then Regional
Director Howard Chapman, a total
amount of $17,528.10 has been
donated to the Trust Fund. The cookbook is in its 7th printing and is
available from Cookbook Publishers,
Inc., 2101 Kansas City Road, P.O.
Box 1260, Olathe, Kansas
66061-1260, for $6.50 per copy.

Because the Education Trust
Fund is the most popular program the
E&AA administers, it also keeps
E&AA volunteers very busy, not only
during the loan-granting period
preceding the spring and fall
semesters but also throughout the
year as they strive to keep the Fund
revolving and available for the students of tomorrow.
The Fund was begun during
Howard W. Baker's tenure as chairman of E&AA. Funds were solicited
and received. Then on January 23,
1974, the Fund was established with

total assets of $27,201.84. In the
more than 13 years since its establishment, the Fund has grown to a
worth of close to $125,000.
However, E&AA has problems
with delinquents. To help solve the
problem, E&AA now has levied a
$50 fee on all Trust Fund loans
granted for the 1987 fall semester; it
is looking into levying a high interest
rate on all unpaid balances.
The National Park Women and the
Kowski Golfers are heavy contributors to the Trust Fund, earning it
large sums of money each year.
Memorial donations also make a most
special contribution to the Fund.
Recently the E&AA received two letters of appreciation from loan
recipients, one of them from a
woman whose daughter had just
begun her college education. The
mother wrote that parents long have
tried to equip their children with the
tools necessary to make their own
way in the world. However, today,
the most valuable tool is knowledge,
something it is increasingly difficult
for many families to afford. Therefore, the contributions of the E&AA
to the acquisition of that
knowledge—education—are of value
through a person's lifetime, she concludes. The second letter came from
a young graduate with a degree in
elementary education. She repaid her
loan in full and donated an additional
$200 to the Trust Fund.
E&AA wishes to thank the numerous supporters of the Trust Fund who
have helped and continue to help so
generously with the higher education
of the youngsters of Park Service
families. Remember, all donations to
the Trust Fund are tax exempt and
may be sent to the Treasurer, E&AA,
P.O. Box 1490, Falls Church, VA
22041.

Oops!
The November Courier left out an
important element of the Imax
Systems article. It is as follows:
Bruce Smith, 985 Crosscreek
Road, West Vancouver, B.C. V7S
2S6.

BOOKS
"Indian Women and the
Renaissance of Traditional
Religion"
A cultural anthropologistethnographer and a Lakota woman, Dr.
Medicine finds it difficult to maintain a
native perspective on her own social
system while meeting the standards of
academic inquiry. Yet, she notes: "it is
entirely possible to do this, to be a Lakota person and yet be a professor.
Those of us brought up within strong
families {tiyospaye), with strong Lakota
beliefs, are able to function in two
worlds. There is something intrinsically
valuable about the Lakota life-style.
That view persists, no matter what kinds
of culturally repressive measures—
intellectual, social, or religious—we
have had to endure. This is what is so
important to us when we hear Lakota
songs, such as Sun Dance songs—
Lakota hymns, really, because they are
about cultural values and attitudes. The
words of the ceremonial songs and the
dances convey these values and attitudes.
Surely this is what Lakota rituals and
belief are all about. They are tied in
with the way we perceive a world that is
ours, a world that many outsiders try to
penetrate by way of history, anthropology, education, or psychology....
I feel strongly that we must be aware
of how we were socialized in our cultural
milieu. Whether we grew up in a fullblood or a mixed-blood family, we
should try to understand what motivates
us to involve ourselves in Lakota religion. We need to think about the ways
in which we were taught the Lakota values that are so much a part of the religion. Sharing and generosity are the first
things that come to mind, the first of
four Lakota virtues; the others are fortitude, wisdom, and bravery. These virtues must be realized in our lives as individual men and women; we have to make
them real...."
Values arc expressed in complex ways
in today's religious revitalization, Dr.
Medicine notes. In the Sun Dance, for
example, "...virgin girls still ritually
chop the sacred tree, and their role is
highly valued. Although the status that
this formerly gave to the tiyospaye is

somewhat eroded, many families are
nonetheless honored when a daughter is
chosen for this role, although many
families today are hesitant to participate
if they are financially unable to provide
an impressive giveaway...."
"It is a beautiful honor," she continues, "to be selected as a participant in
any part of the Sun Dance. The Sacred
Pipe Woman, the four virgins who cut
the sacred tree, the people who do the
work—all consider it an honor. They
are seen as valuable members of society
and are appreciated as the repositories of
ritual knowledge. This reflects the intensity of the experience of participating in the Sun Dance ritual, and it expresses a continuing commitment to Lakota ways. No matter how far you are
away from home, this commitment is
something you can never forget. This is
the real function of ritual and belief.
For these women and men there is always the tiyospaye functioning as a social support group."
Finally, Dr. Medicine tells us, a commonly heard phrase among Indian women is '"We are the carriers of culture."
This belief may provide Indian women a
mandate to transmit cultural viability,
engendering a sense of identity with a
unique and satisfying cultural group. It
is this that gives Lakota women the
strength to operate in both the native
and the non-native life spheres." And
we should add, in both secular and sacred
spheres as well.
Text of Beatrice Medicine's article reprinted by permission of University of
Oklahoma Press from Sioux Indian Religion, edited by Raymond J. DeMallie
and Douglas R. Parks, 1987. Bea Medicine also co-edited The Hidden HalfStudies of Plains Indian Women, 1983,
University Press of America.
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